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American Beef and. Its By-Products
"The genus Bos, as a domesticated animal', has "been the 
cherished companion of mankind from the earliest date of history, 
either sacred or profane. That they were highly valued in days 
more ancient, we may know, from their being objects of labor, 
sacrifice and vforship by different nations and peoples. They were 
esteemed articles of wealth and sources of prosperity, and were 
probably cared for and cultivated with as much solicitude as any 
other domestic animal attached to husbandry, or for use as food. 
What was their normal condition as to race or breed, as we under­
stand races and breeds, little or nothing is known, nor is it 
necessary that we do know. That they were then, in their chief 
essentials, as now, we have no reason to doubt, and that they may 
have been improved, or that they have deteriorated in condition : V 
as civilization progressed or waned, with the peopl" -
The ancients had a high respect and admiration for their 
cattle. We cannot admire the Egyptian worship of their ox, Apis, 
nor do we approve the present worship of the Brahma bull, which 
has bfeen from time immemorial an object of Pagan idolatry in 
India; but it is evident that these objects of adoration originated 
in a most devout appreciation of the admirable and useful qualities 
of the genus to which they belonged.". (1 )
(1 ) Allen's "American Cattle."
in subjection we have little reason to question
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In the pages of our scripture we find accounts of esrly owners 
and breeders of cattle. The jealousy that arose in ‘the heart of 
Cain is said to have been caused by the preferment of the Deity 
for the offering of the herdsman Abel oveE the offerings of the 
granger Cain. Jacob was a successful breeder of speckled cattle, 
and Job in his most prosperous days is said to have possessed 
one thousand yoke of Oxen. Vergil, who wrote his Georgies just 
before the birth of Christ> celebrates the beautiful, cattle of the 
Roman Campaghas, and their value in the agriculture of the people.
Oxen were used for labor in husbandry, and more or less in 
commerce in all countries vrhere neat cattle were kept, and could 
endure the climate well, as being the most convenient beasts of 
burden. It is probable that they were bred in their best estate 
by those who used them, and the covrs were cultivated for dairy 
and household uses in the family. As cattle after the fall of 
Rome spread west and north into the higher latitudes and eleva­
tions of Europe they somewhat changed their character, and became, 
as now known there, acclimated and fitted to their new conditions 
and subservient to the habits and customs of the people who kept 
them. We may suppose, too, that in the severer climates the 
cattle received more .care and attention from their owners, for we 
find them improved in character and appearance over those in lower 
altitudes, they took, possibly, somewhat different shapes and 
conformed more or less to the uses to which they were subjected.
The Moors of Spain reared great herds of neat cattle, and from them 
descended the dominant races of Spanish herds. They were there the 
progenitors of the savage and headstrong bulls still seen in the
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arena of bull fights and picadors. The Gauls of France bred the 
gentler and more economical forms of cattle adapted to a,better 
husbandry.
By what gradual, peculiar or natural progresses these European 
cattle acquired their present distinctive characteristics we have 
no definite information. History is either altogether silent 
or obscure on these subjects, and we have no better guide than 
conjecture to inform us. Throughout Western Europe numerous 
different breeds exist., of diverse qualities, all more or less 
useful for the purposes to which they are applied, and profitable 
to the people.who breed them. Italy, France, Spain, Germany, 
Switzerland, Holland and the Northern Countries, each have their 
peculiar national breeds, while England, Scotland and Ireland 
have many varieties widely divergent in character and appearance.
It is not necessary for the present to go farther into an 
historical account of European cattle, as we are here in possession 
of the best breeds of Western Europe, fully answering our own 
immediate purposes, having successfully naturalized them on our 
own soil.
It has been said or conjectured by some speculative antiquarians 
that neat cattle were introduced to the Continent of North America 
by the ’’Northmen", who are supposed to have made a descent onto 
the coast from northwestern Europe some centuries beiore the 
discovery of the continent by Columbus. In the year 1519 the 
Spaniard Cortez discovered Mexico. He first made a landing at 
Vera Cruz, and not long after penetrated to the City of Mexico.
The object of Cortez and his party was conquest,. They were
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accompanied "by a troop of horses, on which his cavalry were 
mounted, for military purposes, hut we have no account of any 
cattle in his expedition. Mexico soon became a colony of Spain, 
and was rapidly settled by emigrants from that country. Their 
first object, was gold and trade with the natives, and to their 
acquisitions followed agriculture, which brought in cattle from 
Spain.
We may suppose that cattle were introduced there as early as 
the year 1525, and in the mild climate and abundant pasturage 
which the country afforded they rapidly increased. As Mexico 
became peopled and her population spread along the coast and 
into the interior, in the course of time Texas was reached', and 
there were spread the foundations for the immense herds of 
Mexican, or, as we now call them, Texas, cattle. California was 
afterwards settled by the Spanish Mexicans, who took their cattle 
with them, and in time scattered over it numerous herds. We will 
(j_0fer further consideration of these Mexican or Texas cattle 
and proceed with the account concerning the introduction of domes­
tic cattle into the Unit.ed States proper.
The earliest English colony was founded at Jamestown, Virginia, 
in 1607, and for several years we do not hear of the possession 
of any cattle by the colonists. Later (1611) cows were imported 
from the West Indies, but whether they had any influence on our 
native cattle it is hard to say, for the colony was broken up by 
the Indian massacres in 1622.
New York was first settled in the year 1614 by the Dutch. The 
first importation of neat cattle there is said to have been in
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the year 1625, from the mother country, Holland., and they rapidly 
increased in numbers, both by breeding and further importation.
In 1624 the first arrival of cattle in the Massachussetts 
colony took place, and was soon follov^ed by other importations. 
About this time too the Dutch and Swedes settled New Jersey and 
Delaware, and they are said to have brought cattle with them 
from their native lands. The Danes who settled in New Hampshire 
in 1655 are said to have brought with them large, coarse beasts 
of a yellow color such as at that time were bred in their country. 
Maryland, the Carolinas and Pennsylvania were all settled by the 
English, who either with the first settlers or soon after brought 
cattle over, chiefly from the counties nearest the ports from 
which they sailed.
From these diverse and miscellaneous beginnings the so-called 
'’native** cattle of our eastern states originated. Of what 
distinctive breeds they were selected, if selected with reference 
to breed at all, we have no information; nor, at this late date, 
can we be at all certain. Distinct breeds did then exist, well 
defined in their characteristics, both in England and Scotland, 
and we are to presume that needy and necessitous as the emigrants 
mostly were, going out for "conscience sake" as many of them did, 
and in a hope to better their fortunes withal, they paid little 
regard to breed or race in their cattle, so that the gave milk,
performed labor, and propagated their kind. We have seen that 
cattle were brought in from almost every country from which 
Emigrants came: nevertheless we have good reason to believe that 
they, like their owners, were only of secondary importance to the
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predominatirig English. The cattle of the colonies, the pra- 
genitors of our native cattle, were for the most part of British 
origin. It is difficult to decide from the data at hand from 
what parts of England or Scotland the cattle came and which the 
chief breeds were.
The Devons, red in color, clean limbed and sprightly in action, 
undoubtedly came over and were many in number, as their descendants 
more or less strong in the original blood have shown. The 
Herefords also wore here, with their larger bodies and whit© 
faces and throats. The coarser shorthorns of Lincolnshire from 
its own port of Boston came too, with great, carcasses loosely 
put together, mixed colors, bountiful in milk and strong for 
labor. Some long horns also probably came from Lancashire via 
the port of Liverpool. The hornless cows of Suffolk and Norfolk, 
and possibly some Galloways from Scotland, came*, as their descend­
ants can still be seen in certain localities in Long Island and 
New Jersey.
From all these sources our native cattle originated, and so 
strongly have their different characteristics persistedthat even 
now, in the localities where they have long been kept, an occasion­
al one may be found in which a preponderance of the original 
blood "cropout" (reversion) denotes its probable descent. As 
emigration from the eastern coast went west to the interior 
their neat cattle went with the people,intermixing still more m  
■their new and scattered localities, until they became an indefinite 
compound of all their original breeds, composing, as we now find
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them in many localities, a mixture of all sorts, colors, shapes 
and sizes.
Speaking broadly, at the beginning of the present century, 
cattle in the United States were of the general purpose kind.
There was not a steady demand for beef and never a large one, 
little attention was paid to technical dairying, the steers were 
for the most part trained for the yoke, and the cows kept for 
family purposes. While our American cattle were undergoing this 
indiscriminate mixing the breeds of European cattle were being 
rapidly improved and perfected for their several clearly defined 
uses. Soon after our country threw off the yoke of oppression 
v/e commenced to develope along all lines. Thus the improvement 
of our so-called native cattle commenced in the first quarter 
of the present century with the importation of purely bred animals 
of different types from Europe. Soon after the close of the war 
there was an importation of pure bred shorthorns to Virginia, 
which soon acquired a wide reputation for their qualities, both 
for milk and for meat. From these cattle, it is thought, descended 
the famous Patton stock of Kentucky and the famous herds south
of the Potomac river in Virginia.
In 1815 or 16 a Mr. Cox, an Englishman, imported a bull and two 
heifers to Rensselaer Co., New York, which were followed in 1822 
by an importation of two bulls to the same county by a man nam^d 
Wayne, descendants from this Cox stock are said to havr been bred 
pure, and afterwards crossed with Wayne's bulls. The stock now 
exists in considerable numbers and of good quality in that and 
adjoining counties.
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In 1817 Col. Lewis Sanders, of Lexington, Kentucky, made an 
importation of three hulls and three heifers from England. They 
were of good quality and blood, and laid the foundation for many 
excellent herds in that state. For many years there has been 
considerable controversy among our breeders regarding the purity 
of this stock;* so much so that they are familiarly or notoriously 
known as "The n  teens".
About 1820 there were several importations of this breed into 
Massachussets, and it was for many years noted for its numerous 
herds of well bred shorthorns.
From 1835 to 1845 many importations of shorthorn cattle were 
made into New tfork, Pennsylvania and Kentucky from the principal 
English breeders, the most popular of which seems to have been 
Mr. Whitaker of Otley, Yorkshire, England, who sent large numbers 
of well bred cattle here on his o?m account (1836-1840) to be 
sold at auction. By 1850 the interest in this great breed began 
to assume considerable importance: much money was put into 
animals and excellent herds were far from rare. Numerous 
representatives of the famous "Duchess" and "Oxfords" tribes 
as bred were imported by enthusiastic New Yorkers.
(1850—1855) several companies were formed in Ohio, Kentucky and 
Pennsylvania for the purpose of importing finely bred animals for 
use among the stockholders of the respective companies, ihe 
industry became so higl3y developed during the later 50's that 
fully as good shorthorns were bred in the United States as in 
their native land.
The Herefords, the closests rivals of the beef shorthorns,
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were not introduced into the United States until some years later 
than the Shorthorns. The first importation of Hereford's of any 
importance was made in the year 1840 into Jefferson County, New 
York. Mr. Corning was the first patron of this "breed, and did 
much to "bring it into favor. Several importations were subse­
quently made into Tioga, Oswego and Genesee counties in New York. 
Messrs. Astoriand Humphries imported several fine Herefords into 
the locality around Elyria, Ohio, and there hred them successfully. 
Mr. Stone was probably the most successful early breeder who 
raised Herefords in Canada.
Although a fe?J Devons, Ayrshires, Galloways and Channel- cattle 
were imported previous to the year 1860, none of them gained the 
popularity of the Shorthorns and Herefords. During the thirty 
years just previous to our civil war the country had been 
enjoying peacej prosperity and plenty had been the lot oi Che 
thrifty farmer and stock breeder. What we have called our native 
cattle were much improved by crossing with well-bred bulls of 
beef stock, and fine herds were much more common than today, for 
reasons that will presently appear. Especially was this true 
of New York and Ohio. The breeders of this period had a two-fold 
purpose in breeding large boned, muscular cattle, viz; work 
and meat. Working animals, well trained and of good blood, were 
in demand at good prices for use in breaking She prairies of our 
middle west as well as for use generally in the eastern pars of 
the oountry. Well broken work oxen usually brought from $800.00 
to $850.00 per yoke. Thus beef was not the whole aim of the 
breeder of neat cattle.
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This period, just, preceding the civil war was indeed a formative 
period. Our population rapidly increased^ cities multiplied, 
agriculture and commerce were rapidly developed. The primitive 
stage when almost every citizen of Boston, Philadelphia and New 
York City had a cow pasturing on the common or on a little farm 
near the town was giving way to advanced conditions. The age of 
specialized industry brought about by the stress of national 
progress was now dawning. The above named towns, which could 
heretofore have been considered only as large villages, were now 
blossoming into cities. The butcher who had formerly lived in 
the same small way as his fellow tradesmen the tanner, the 
blacksmith, the milker, the baker the the candlestickmaker, 
commenced to feel the tension of the new era. The land in the 
vicinity of these larger towns came to be utilized almost entirely 
as a source of provision supply, chief among which were fruit, 
vegetables, butter and milk.
The immediate neighborhood of the tovms being thus taken up, 
the meat supply had to come from somewhat distant localities.
Thus a market was created to which the farmer and beef raiser of 
the outlying territory brought his beef for sale to city butchers 
These cattle were bought by the butchers only in quantities as 
was justified by the city market, as the export and internal 
dressed beef trades were impractical and unheard of. I give 
below figures from the New York cattle reports prior to 186/, 
which represent the consumption of beef in that, city.
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Bullocks Cows Veals
1854 169,864 13,131 68,534
1855 155, 564 1 2 ,1 1 0 47,969
1856 187,057 12,857 43,081
1857 162,245 12,840 34,218
1858 191,874 10,128 37,675
1859 205,272 9,492 43,769
1860 226,933 7,144 39,436
1861 222,835 5,749 32,368
1862 239,486 5,378 30,465
1863 264,091 6,470 35,709
1864 267,607 7,603 75,621
1865 273,274 6,161 77,991
1866 298,882 4,885 62,114
The increase in number of bullocks of over 125,000 from 1854 bo 
1866, and. the decrease in number of cows of nearly 9,000 in the 
same time, showing a regular downward curve from 1854 to 1866, as 
well as the gradual increase in veal, give us an insight into 
the dimensions of the market of our greatest city at this peiiod, 
and show also the increasingdemand for a better class of meat. 
About the time' when this decrease in the cow market was going on 
cattle were very high, and cows became more valuable ior breeding 
purposes than for meat.
At this period the main supply of these beef cattle came irom 
New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky and Virginia. We have 
mentioned the beginnings of the dairy industry which was growing
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up in the vicinity of the larger towns, aw* profiting by the 
increasing demand for milk and butter. This created a demand for 
milking animals, and Channel cattle and others of the milking 
breeds were imported and largely bred in'this country. We will 
go no further into the matter of the dairy breeds, except to 
mention the influence they have had upon the breeding and market 
of strictly beef cattle.
After the close Of the war in 1865 emigration to the wwest 
again commenced, and the states of the Mississippi Valley and the 
southwest were rapidly developed. Many thousand acres oi fine 
grazing land were taken up, and cattle breeding on a considerable 
scale was commenced. At this time Illinois came rapidly to the 
front in this industry, and for many years bred more beef cattle 
than any other state in the union, although of late years she has 
been outdone by Texas. The broad prairies of Illinois were not 
only fine lands for grazing, but corn, our chief grain crop, on 
account of its cheapness of production, was found to be the finest 
of feeds for making beef. At this time the beef stocks of the 
country were grades of a higher or lower class of the Shorthorn
or Hereford breeds.
About this time the Spanish Mexican cattle of Texas, which we 
have already spoken of, came to have a place in our markets* A few 
of them were probably driven through to St. Louis before the 
opening of the yards at Chicago; but it was not until the later
sixties that the feeders of Illinois commenced getting acquainted 
with the much talked of "Texas Steer.
These Texans could scarcely be called a breed, but their care,
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or rather lack of care, and the characteristics thus necessarily 
developed, have always caused a distinction to "be made between 
the cattle of the southwest and those we speak of as oui; native 
cattle. The general characteristics of these cattle at this 
period vrere long, spreading, half-recurved horns, long legs, 
thin, lanky "bodies, big, illy put together, badly balanced 
skeleton, throwing the body high at the hocks and low on the 
rump and loins, coarse head, thin thighs and lightwaist; a large 
percentage of bad "beef to good; color generally yellow, dun, roan 
or black, with often an iron colored stripe along the back.
Such were the animals who had roamed for generations almost 
wholly uncared for on the ranges of Texas and the southwest. In 
1868 many of these cattle were shipped and driven into the states 
on Indiana and Illinois, the parties who brought them thinking 
themselves benefactors as well as shrewd business men. The cattle 
were either driven through Missouri or shipped up the Mississippi 
river to Cairo and from there driven to the interior.
And now with the advent of the Texas steer came the terrible 
Texas fever. So fatal was it that native cattle could not cross 
the path of a Texan without becoming infected with the dread 
disease, and infection meant sure death. Many an Illinois grazier 
was bankrupted by the fever, and many others badly crippled by the 
loss of fine breeding stock as well as of their feeding cattle.
In very few cases could recourse be obtained through the law 
by those who had lost cattle, and the man who willfully shipped 
Texans in and drove them across the prairies had good reason to 
keep his eye open for "cold lead", which he richly deserved if
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ever villain did.
The United States Department of Agriculture soon took this 
matter in hand, and Doctors Detmer and Salmon have done much 
toward acquainting the people with the nature of this disease and 
protective measures against the same (U. S. Dept, of Ag., Bureau 
of Animal Husbandry, Bulletin I, p. 13).
The practice of dipping cattle in a parasiticide for this tick 
is at present being carried on with greater or less success along 
the boundary of the infested district. Railroad and stockyard 
companies have been compelled by law to keep all cattle shipped 
from this infected district strictly quarantined from all native 
cattle. No cars in which Texans have been shipped or yards in 
which they have been kept may under any circumstances be used for 
the handling of native catple. Only a few weeks ago Mr. H. H. 
Harris of Champaign, Ills., was awarded $4,OOOdamages in a suit 
against the Illinois Central Railroad Company for furnishing him 
Texas cattle cars (infected) for the transportation of his native 
steers, which resulted in the loss of a large percentage of the 
shipment.
The opening of a western market made it possible to profitably 
dispose of these Texas cattle. Practical men of means became 
interested in these sections and found it profitable to improve 
the blood of their animals. This practice resulted in a great, 
demand for pure bred males of the beef breeds, and during uhe
70*s large numbers of pure bred herds flourished in our centred.
&
states.
From this consideration it is apparent that cattle breeding
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in this country has had an evolution upward in stages somewhat, 
like the following: First stage, the introduction of cattle and 
the subsequent intermixing. Second stage, the importation of 
pure bred animals, their progress westward to the prairies of the 
Mississippi Valley where on account of the abundant grass and corn 
and the demand for males for the range they gained the highest 
points of perfection. Third stage, the development of the range 
cattle industry— the period of the strictly grass-fed animals.
With the growing interest in stock raising and the immense 
increase in cattle a necessity for more convenient markets was 
evident. The New York and other eastern markets were only to be 
reached by much driving or expensive transportation. Our western 
cities were growing rapidly, one especially— Chicago— outstripping 
all others. Here in the closing days of 1865 was incorporated the 
Union Stock Yards Company. The yards were then a small affair, 
far south of the city proper; but they prospered from the first, 
and up to January 1, 1899, 56,850,960 cattle and also 3,06o,480 
veals have been handled there, besides 177 million hogs, 40 
million sheep, and nearly a million and a half of horses, bheir 
total valuation for the 33 years being $5,013,884,858.00. The 
following tables will help give a better idea of the vast amount 
of business carried on at the yards.
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Chicago Receipts.
T O V A L  R E C E IP T S  OF STOCK F O R  T H IR T Y -T H R E E  Y E A R S .
Y e a r s . C a t t l e . C a l v e s . H o g s . S h e e p . H o r s e s
1865, 5 d’s
1866.........
1867.........
1868,........
1869 .....................
1870 .....................
1871 .....................
1872 .....................
1873 .....................
1874 .....................
1875 .....................
1876 .....................
1877 .....................
1878 .....................
1879 .....................
1880 .....................
1881.........
1882.........
1883 .....................
1884 . . . . . .
1885 .....................
1886. , . . . .
1887 .....................
1888 .....................
1889 ..................... .....................
1890 .....................
1891 .....................
1892 .....................
1893 .....................
1894 .....................
1895 .....................
1896 .....................
1897 .....................
1898 ..................... .....................
Total.
613 
393,007 
329,188 
314,524 
403,102 
532,964 
543,050 
684,076 
761,428 
843,966 
920,843 
096,745 
033,151 
083,068 
215,732 
382,477 
498,550 
,582,530 
,878,944 
,817,697 
,905,518 
,963,900 
,382,008 
.611,543 
,023,281 
,484,280 
250,359 
;,571,796 
;,133,406 
,974,363 
,588,558 
,600,476 
554,924 
480,897
48,948
24,965
30,223
52,353
58,500
51,290
65.859
96,086
122,968
175,025
205,383
197,576
210,557
160,949
168,740
138,337
122,976
132,733
17,764
961,746
1,696,738
1,706,782
1,661,869
1,693,158
2,380,083
3,252,623
1,437,750
4,258,379
3,912,110
4,190,006
4,025,970
6,339,654
6,448,330
7,059,355
6,474,844
5,817,504
5,640,625
5,351,967
6,937,536
6,718,761
5,470,852
4,921,712
5,998,526
7,663,829
8,600,805
7,714,435
6,057,278
7,483,228
7,885,283
7,659,472
8,363,724
8,317,114
1,433
207,987
180,888
270,891
340,072
349,853
315,053
310,211
291,734
333,655
418,948
364,095
310,240
310,420
325,119
335,810
493,624
628,887
749,917
801,630
1,003,598
1,008,790
1,360,862
1,515,014
1,832,469
2,182,667
2,153,537
2,145,979
3,031,174
3,099,725
3,406,739
3,590,655
3,606,640
3,589.439
56 .850,960 2063468 177619810 40866855 1324646
1,563
847
1,902
1,524
3,537
5,963
12,145
20,289
17,588
11,346
8,159
7,874
9,415
10,473
10,398
12,909
13,856
15,255
18,602
19,356
27,599
46,404
55,333
79,926
101,566
94,396
86,998
82,492
97,415
113,193
105,978
111,601
1.18,754
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  OF STOCK IN  ON E D A Y .
Cattle, April 25, 1892........................................................
Calves, June 25, 1895........................................................
Hogs, Feb. 11, 1895............................................... ...........
Sheep, Oct. 1. 1894..............................................................
Horses, June 13 ,1898 .........................................................
Cars, July 30, 1894 .............................................................
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  OF STOCK IN  ONE W E E K .
Cattle, week ending Sept. 19, 1891................................
Calves, week ending July 16, 1892.
32,677
3,089
74,551
31,334
1,608
2,364
95,524
8,479
99,863
4,369
8,457
Hogs, week ending Nov. 20, 1880 .................................. 3nn’Q«o
Sheep, week ending Sept. 26, 1896 ...
Horses, week ending March 30, 1895.
Cars, week ending Jan. 16, 1892.......
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  OF STO CK  IN  ON E M O N TH .
Cattle, September, 1892 .................................................... 3o i ’taQ
Calves, September, 1891 .................................................... i? i  qq§
Horses, March, 1897 ......... .................................................. £7,782
Cars, December, 1891 ......................................................... 31,910
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  OF STO CK  IN  ON E Y E A R .
Cattle, 1892 ........................................................................... 3.571,796
Sheep, 1897...........................................................................
Cars, 1890..............................................................................  311,557
V A L U A T IO N  OF STO CK  F O R  T H IR T Y -T H R E E  Y E A R S.
1 8 6 6  ..................$ 4 2 ,7 6 ^ ,3 2 8
1 8 6 7  ..................  4 2 ,3 7 5 ,2 4 1
1 8 6 8  ..................  5 2 ,5 0 6 ,2 8 8
1 8 6 9  ..................  6 0 ,1 7 1 .2 1 7
1 8 7 0  ..................  6 2 ,0 9 0 ,6 3 1
1 8 7 1  ..................  6 0 ,3 3 1 ,0 8 2
1 8 7 2  ..................  8 7 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 8 7 3  ......   9 1 ,3 2 1 ,1 6 2
1 8 7 4  .................. 1 1 5 ,0 4 9 ,1 4 0
1 8 7 5  ..................  1 1 7 ,5 3 3 ,9 4 2
1 8 7 6  ...............    1 1 1 ,1 8 5 ,6 5 0
1 8 7 7  .....   9 9 ,0 2 4 ,1 0 0
1 8 7 8 . . ....................  1 0 6 ,1 0 1 ,8 7 9
1 8 7 9  ..................  1 1 4 ,7 9 5 ,8 3 4
1880    1 4 3 ,0 5 7 ,6 2 6
1881. ' / . ' . ' . ...............$ 1 8 3 ,00 7 ,7 10
1 8 8 2 ........................ 1 9 6 ,6 7 0 ,2 2 1
Grand t o t a l ................................................................  $ 5 ,0 1 2 ,8 8 4 ,8 5 8
A verage w eigh t o f  h ogs, 1 8 9 8 ..............- ............. 2 3 4  lbs.
1883......... 201,252,7721884.. ...... 187,387,6801885 .... 173,598,0021886 .... 166,741,7541887 ........  176,644,5971888 .... 182,202,7891889 .... 203,321,9241890 .... 231,344,8791891 .  239,434,7771892 .... 253,836,5021893 .... 249,542,3751894 ........  228,153,0291895 .... 200,584,3801896 .... 187,745,6551897.. ........... 216,305,3961898....    229,301,296
g r a n d  t o t a l .
Receipts of head of stock of all kinds 
during thirty-three years:   56,85o,960
• • •..................................   2,063,468
• • • *.........    177,619,810
S g L ....... * ....... '.7.7.'......................... 40,866,855
Horses'.; : : : : : : : : : :  7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,3 2 4 ,6 1 6
Shipments of head of stock of all
kinds during thirty-three years: ^
Skives............ " '7 7 7 7 1 1 1 1 1 '. 1111111 436,837
....... .............    10,684,935
Horses' 7 1 7 1 1 7 1 7   ................. 1,211,188
Grand total handled by the Union------- -
Stock Yards since its establish­
ment.....................................................* * *
278,725,739
91,283,296
370,009,035
Largest day’s receipts at Chicago during each 
month last year were as follows:
Months. Cattle. Calves. Hogs. Sheep. Cars.
J a n n a T V  ...................... 19,048 557 46,936 31,229 27,886 
26,316 
23,744 
24,3 0 
18,072 
15,638 
28,501 
24,286 
28,394 
25,138
1,756
1,648
1,724
1,652
1,768
1,750
1,097
1,784
1,740
1,956
2,014
1,943
U i i u a i  j  •••*
U'o'Krn n rv 19,952 591 40,88336,668Jl u Ui u a i j  • • • 4 8 • * *Ilf a rp.h . . . . . . . . . . . 20,978 1,860
April . . . .  .................. 19,577 2,714 44,528
May........................... 19,920 2,508 59,75448,09121,756 2,253
July 17,902 1,930 46,857
A n o n  csf, . . A 4 22.887 1,118 38,736
September.............. 22,046 913 38,120
October.................... 22,577 883 49,381
N pypiiT ihf>r.» » » 22,186 090 68,261
December................ 18,916 741 50.821 21,330
Year........... Heaviest 1 22,887 2,714 68,261 31,229 | 2,014
The following table shows the receipts and ship­
ments of live stock at Chicago during periods desig­
nated, with comparisons:
receipts.
Dec.
1898.
Nov.
1898.
Dec.
1897.
12 Months 
1898.
12 Months 
1897.
Varia­
tion.
Cattle
Hogs.
Sheep
174265
1022740
249061
198163
912868
289276
210,561
873,375
295,503
2,480,897
8,817,114
3,589,436
2,554,924
8,803,724
3,008,640
f  74,027 
*453,390 
f  17,201
SH IP M E N T S.
Dec.
1898.
Nov.
1898.
Dec.
1897.
12 Months 
1898.
12 Months 
1897.
Varia­
tion.
Cattle
Hogs.
Sheep
52,500
51,054
24,414
59,839
00,158
71,815
74,080
102,938
50,793
865,042
1,340,544
543,425
843,392
1,629,984
638,110
* 22,250 
+289,440 
t 94,085
♦Increase. fDecrease.
The Kansas City market
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opened
very successful "business, as is
in 18.71* and has carried on a 
shown "by the table following:
Kansas City.
T O T A L  Y E A R L Y  R E C E IP T S .
Ye a r . Ca t t l e . 1Ca l v e s . H o g s . Sh e e p .
Horses & 
Mules.
1 8 7 1  .....................
1 8 7 2  ........................
1 8 7 3  .....................
1 8 7 4  .....................
1 8 7 5  .....................
1 8 7 6  .....................
1 8 7 7 ..  .. .
1 8 7 8  ........................
1 8 7 9  ........................
1 8 8 0  ........................
1 8 8 1 .......
1 8 8 2 .......
1 8 8 3  ........................
1 8 8 4  .....................
1 8 8 5  .....................
1 8 8 6  .....................
1 8 8 7  .....................
1 8 8 8  .....................
1 8 8 9  .....................
1 8 9 0  .....................
1 8 9 1  .....................
1 8 9 2  .....................
1 8 9 3  .....................
1 8 9 4  .....................
1 8 9 5  .....................
1 8 9 6 . .  ..
1 8 9 7  .....................
1 8 9 8  .....................
120 ,827
236 ,8 0 2
2 27 ,689
2 0 7 ,0 8 0
174 ,7 5 4
1 83 ,378
2 1 5 ,7 6 8
175 ,3 4 4
21 1 ,4 1 5
2 44 ,709
285 ,8 6 3
4 3 9 ,6 7 1
4 6 0 ,7 8 0
533 ,5 2 6
506 ,6 2 7
490 ,9 7 1
6 6 9 ,2 2 4
1 ,0 5 6 ,0 8 6
1 ,2 2 0 ,3 4 3
1 ,472 ,229
1 ,270 ,917
1 ,4 7 9 ,0 7 8
1 ,6 6 0 ,8 0 7
1 ,68 9 ,1 9 3
1 ,613 ,454
1 ,714 ,532
1 ,817 ,526
1 ,757 ,964
” 76; 568 
76 ,570  
92 ,0 7 7  
8 6 ,031  
8 3 ,352  
: 7 6 ,198  
1 0 0 ,166  
i 104 ,436  
: 88 ,269
4 1 ,0 3 6
104 ,639
2 21 ,815
2 1 2 ,5 3 2
6 3 ,350
153 .777  
192 ,645
4 2 7 .7 7 7  
58 8 ,9 0 8  
6 76 ,477
1 ,0 1 4 ,3 0 4
963 ,0 3 6
1 ,379 ,401
1 ,7 2 3 ,5 8 6
2 ,3 5 8 ,7 1 8
2 ,2 6 4 ,4 8 4
2 ,4 2 3 ,2 6 2
2 ,0 0 8 ,9 8 4
2 ,0 7 3 ,9 1 0
2 ,8 6 5 ,1 7 1
2 ,5 9 9 ,1 0 9
2 ,3 9 7 ,4 7 7
1 ,948 ,373
2 ,5 4 7 ,0 7 7
2 ,4 5 7 ,6 9 7
2 ,6 0 5 ,5 7 5
3 ,350 ,796
3 ,672 ,909
4 ,527  
6 ,071  
5 ,975  
8 ,855  
25 ,3 2 7  
55 ,045  
42 ,1 9 0  
3 6 ,700  
61 ,6 8 4  
50 ,611  
7 9 ,924  
8 0 ,7 2 4  
119 ,665  
2 3 7 ,9 6 4  
2 21 ,801  
1 72 ,659  
2 0 9 ,9 5 6  
3 5 1 ,050  
370 ,7 7 2  
5 35 ,869  
3 86 ,760  
4 3 8 ,2 6 8  
5 6 9 ,517  
5 8 9 ,555  
8 46 ,713  
, 9 93 ,126  
i 1 ,134 ,236  
i 980 ,303
809  
2 ,6 4 8  
4 ,2 0 2  
3 ,679  
2 ,646  
5 ,339  
4 ,279  
10 ,796  
15 ,829  
1 4 ,086  
12 ,592  
1 1 ,716  
19 ,860  
27 ,1 6 3  
24 ,5 0 6  
33 ,1 8 8  
2 9 ,6 9 0  
27 ,6 5 0  
34 ,5 6 3  
37 ,1 1 8  
3 1 ,740  
3 2 ,505  
3 5 ,097  
4 4 ,2 3 7  
5 2 ,607  
i 57 ,8 4 7  
i 3 7 ,0 0 6  
i 1 7 ,483
T otal.... 2 2 ,136 ,559 ’ 783 ,657 ’ 43 ,336 ,825» 8,633,84'J' 630 ,8 8 1
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  IN  ON E D A Y .
Ca t t l e—September 20, 1898............................................
Calves—September 27, 1898 ............................................
H og s—July 3 0 ,1 8 9 0 ............................................................
Sheep—April 19, 1897 ....... •••••••• • • • • *.......... .............
H orses and  Mules—December 1 7 ,1895  ......................
C a r s—December 1, 1896 .................................... .............
lar ge st  receipts in  one w e e k .
Ca t t l e —Week ending September 30. 1896..................
Calves—Week ending August 31, 1 8 9 2 ...........................
H ogs—Week ending July 31, 1 8 9 0 .............................
Sheep—Week ending April 21, 1897 .............• • • • • ••-•**
H orses and  Mules—Week ending January 31, 1896.
Cars—Week ending July 31, 1890..................................
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  IN  ON E M O N TH .
18 ,035
2 ,055
2 6 ,4 0 8
13 ,2 9 5
797
1,002
8 1 ,441
7 ,022
1 5 5 ,0 4 4
5 3 ,5 3 4
3 ,667
5 ,0 2 5
Ca t t l e —O ctober, 1 8 9 8 ...........................
Calves—A ugust, 1 8 9 2 .............................
H ogs—M ay, 189 8  .......................................
Sheep—A p ril, 1 8 9 7 . . .  —  ........■••••••
H orses and  Mules—Jan uary , 1 8 9 6 . 
Cars—O ctober, 1 8 9 8 .................................
...................... 2 3 0 ,8 4 5
. . . .  19 ,848
" ■ ’ *............  3 9 0 ,7 7 4
............  1 6 5 ,8 3 5
........... 1 1 ,939
’/ / / / . ............  1 2 ,193
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  IN  O N E Y E A R .
Cattle-1897 ................................................................................ 104  436
Calv es— 1 8 9 7 ..................................................................................  i lJ o ’S o o
H ogs— 1 8 9 8 ................................................................................. ‘ l  134  236Sheep-1897 ...............................................................................’ 57 847
H orses an d  Mules—1 8 9 6 ......................................................  19q ’o47
Cars— 1 8 9 7 ................................................................ ....................  ^  ’
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The National Stock Yards at, East St. Louts, Illinois, just 
across the river from the Missouri metropolis, were incorporated 
in 1874, and have "been a successful and growing market ever since.
East St. Louis.
The following table shows the receipts at the Na­
tional Stock Yards for twenty-five years:
Year. Cattle. Hogs. Sheep.
1874................................................. 234,002 498,840
181,708
333,560
426,109
833,446
1,163,748
41,407
46,316
84,034
1875 ............................................ 232,183
234,6711876..................................................
1877....................................... ......... 322,571
317,830
333,115
119,174
82,549
99,951
129,611
226,124
303,753
272,852
277,678
1878..................................................
1879..................................................
1880.................................................. 346,533 1,262,234
1 8 8 1 ... . ........................................... 406,804 1,308,514
1882.............................................. .. 356,434 643,871
1883.................................................. 332,625
390,569
843,672
1,079,8271884..................................................
1885.................................................. 311,702 1,145,546 245,793
212,101
315,546
368,848
1886.................................................. 307,244 935,995
1887.................................................. 387,709
453,918
772,171
1888....................................... ......... 652,127
1889.................................................. 396,095 772,579 278,977
1890.................................................. 510,755 925,480 282,206
347,573
298,532
350.041
1891.................................................. 630,356 840,927
1892.................................................. 653,337 847,703
1893.................................................. 756,485 777,433
1894.................................................. 663,657 1,146,925 292,223
454,8581895.................................................. 733,526 1,084,574
1896 ..................................... 792,302 1,618,090 591,033
604,281
435,893
1897............................................ . 787,678 1,603,773
1898.................................................. 683.707 1.728.320
Ten years later the principal market, of the far west, that at 
South Omaha, Nebraska, was incorporated, and has come to rank 
high among the beef markets of the country.
South Omaha.
T O T A L  R E C E IP T S  O F STO CK  F O R  F IF T E E N  Y E A R S .
Years. Cattle. Hogs. Sheep.
Horses
and
Mules.
1884....................... 88,603
116,963
148,515
239,377
355,923
473,094
615,337
601,002
755,059
852,456
821,512
586,103
586,578
810,949
3,686
152,254
5,593 489
1885....................... 19.484 2,207
1886....................... 447,019 41,490 2,999
1887....................... 1,056,524 79,422 3,344
1888....................... 1,282,647
1,224,691
1,702,723
1,537,387
172,138 5,271
1889....................... 152,517 7,550
1890....................... 153,873 5,069
1891................ .... 169,865 8,751
1892....................... 1,613,384
1,406,451
1,932,677
1,186,726
1,210,370
188,588 14,113
12,2481 8 9 3 .,................... 252,273
1894....................... 243,945 8,294
1895....................... 204,870 7,077
1896....................... 358,005 9,347
1897....................... 1,610,981 627,160 6,572
1898....................... 812,244 2,101,387 1,085,136 10,392
T otal..................... 7,863,715 18,455,177 3,754,359 103,543
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South Omaha, (continued).
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  OF STOCK IN  ON E D A Y .
CATTLE—O ctober 4, 1 8 9 8 ......................................................... 8 ,8 2 6
H og s—-July 31, 189 4  ................... . .......................................... 2 0 ,6 8 4
Sheep—N ovem ber 7, 1 8 9 8 ....................................................... 15 ,889
H or se s  and  M u l e s—J une 24 , 1 8 9 8 ................... . .............. 796
Cars—July 10, 1 8 9 4 ..................................................................  4 9 0
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  OF STO CK  IN  ONE W E E K .
Ca tt l e—Week ending S eptem ber 30, 1 8 9 7 ...................  38 ,081
H ogs—Week ending July 31, 1 8 9 4 ................... : ............  103,837
Sheep—Week ending March 31, 1898.................... . 54,054
H orses and  Mules—Week ending Sept. 14, 1 8 9 2 ___  1 ,083
Cars—W eek  en d in g  S eptem ber 30, 1 8 9 7 ..........................  2 ,1 8 6
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  OF STOCK IN  ON E M O N TH .
CATTLE—October, 1 8 9 8 ....................
H og s—D ecem ber, 1 8 9 8 ..................
Sh e e p —March, 1 8 9 8 .........................
H o r se s  and  M u l e s—June, 1889  
Ca r s—October, 1 8 9 8 ....................... .
127 ,1 7 5
2 8 2 ,2 0 4
1 42 ,795
2 ,0 7 3
7 ,586
L A R G E S T  R E C E IP T S  OF STO CK  IN  ONE Y E A R .
Ca t tle—1 8 9 3 .........................
H ogs—1 8 9 8 .............................
Sheep—1 8 9 8 ...........................
H orses and  Mules—1892. 
Cars—1 8 9 8 ...............................
8 5 2 ,4 5 6
2 ,1 0 1 ,3 8 7
1 ,0 8 5 ,1 3 6
14 ,1 1 3
6 7 ,611
Chicago soon became noted for its slaughtering establishments 
and for its export (eastern market) trade. Many cattle were 
shipped to the New York market, and in the year 1875 a new branch 
of the industry was commenced. The Jersey City Stock Yards 
Comapny (Jersey City was then a suburb of New York City) were 
receiving about 250,000 head, of cattle per year, some 30,00Q of 
which vfere slaughtered there. From this point the exportation 
of dressed beef commenced, and in the month of October, 1875,
36,000 lbs. of beef was sent to British markets. This was found 
to be a profitable enterprise, and in 1876 18,838,715 lbs. were 
shipped across the water to Great Britain.
"Chicago, then a city of 500,000 inhabitants, had been supporting 
several large slaughtering establishments near the stock yards, 
whose trade was wholly carried on with the uptown retail dealers, 
these were the beginnings of the great packing and dressed beef 
establishments. The development of transportation facilities
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and improvements in preserving processes made possible the handling 
of considerable amounts of meat. We find that in 1875 250,000 
cattle were slaughtered,more than three fourths of which were 
handled by two packing firms, viz: The Wilson Packing Company 
and the Messrs. Libby, McNeil & Libby. The former slaughtered 
about 16,000 cattle per year for canning purposes only, while the 
latter slaughtered about 600 head per day or 180,000 per year.
This company canned about half of their meat, the other part 
being packed in barrels as beef. More than half of the canned 
meats found a market in Britain, the remainder supplying the home 
demand.
"The Chicago stockyards were even at. this time larger than any 
other similar institution in the world. Including roadways thay 
extended to about 370 acres, 200 of which was occupied by yards, 
tracks, etc. There were 475 cattle yards, all opeh, 675 covered 
hog and sheep pens, besides nearly 400 pens and chutes. Under 
these conditions they could accomodate at one time 20,000 cattle, 
100,000 hogs, 15,000 sheep and 1,000 horses. In 1876 the largest 
daily receipt of cattle was 6,652 on the 11th of May."(Food From
the West, by James Macdonald.)
A few weeks ago I had the opportunity of making a personal 
inspection of the yards under present conditions. The Union 
Stock Yards of today, v^onderful as they are, are only what might 
be expected in a lively business city like Chicago. There is now 
something more than a section of land (640 acres) covered with 
yards. Many of the sheep and swine pens are now built "double 
deck", and long alleys, thoroughfares for the convenient handling
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of stock, are elevated above the yards. Away to the south, well 
removed from the native cattle section, is the quarantine ya.rd, 
familiarly known as ’"Texas'1. These yards have no connection 
with the other pens, as all cattle that come to them arrive from 
sections infested with Texas fever, which are unloaded into 
separate chutes and then taken to these yards to he sold. And 
sold they must he, for no matter how desirable they ma,y he as 
feeders they are considered as infected and must go into the 
market for what they will bring.
All the yards and alleys are floored with plank, except a few in 
the locality of the Exchange where they are trying vitrified 
brick as an experiment. The company owns scores of miles of 
railway, its own switch engines, et,c. Water, bedding and feed 
are also dispensed by the company to the merchants. On the north 
side near the entrance is located the stock exchange building, 
wherein is conducted the office business of this great enterprise. 
Over 100 commission merchants have their offices in this building,
and no less than 200 buyers are on tj&e market. In the locality 
of the yards, mostly on the west side, are located no less than 
70 slaughtering establishments, the largest of which did over 
a hundred million dollars worth of business last year. On the 
east side of the yards is located the horse market*, said at present
to be the largest in the United States.
Under present conditions the Union Stock fards have acapaciby 
of 75,000 cattle,300,000 hogs,50,000 sheep and 5,000 horses.The 
largest days reciept of cattle in 1898 was in August, 22,887 being 
the number.
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The largest daily receipt of cattle was recorded April 25, 31892, 
and numbered 32,677.
The Union Stock Yards is indeed an interesting institution. It 
has an exclusive personality: it is a little world in itself.
It has the air of a big barnyard, and yet the alleys are as full 
of bustle as city streets, thronged as they are by bands of yardmen 
laborers, and buyers and sellers. It is indeed a dirty place, 
redolent with animal odors and offal. The market opens at 8 A. M. 
(Monday, Wednesday and Friday), but after five o’clock everything 
is activity about the yards. The stock trains are switched in, 
the cars unloaded into the chutes, and from thence the animals 
are taken to the sale yards. • By the time the market is ready to 
open buyers and sellers are oh hand, mounted for the most part, 
and dressed in coarse, stout clothing. It is doubtful if the 
friends of the swell uptown club man would recognize him, clad as 
he is in sweater, pea-jacket, corduroy trousers and top boots, for 
many of these men who mix. in the thickest of the market are men of 
means and breeding. We have it from a reliable source that more 
capital is represented in the dealings of the Stock Ya,rds than 
upon any other spot of the same area in the world.
Before the animals are sold in the yards they are examined by 
the United States inspector, who condemns cattle affected with 
Actimony c$sis (lumpy jaw), Texas fever, tuberculosis, emaciation 
and advanced pregaancy. The disposal of such condemned animals 
is provided for by the regulations laid down by the Bureau of 
Animal Husbandry of the United States Department of Agriculture.
Here also before the sales take place the inspectors of the
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range associations make their examination of the brands. Each 
cattle association has it,s inspectors here at the yards to take 
account of all shipments that come from ranges in their territory. 
There are seven of these associations, each taking its name from 
the principal ranches in its jurisdiction. The inspector gets 
notice of all shipments, and returns a complete report of the 
number of steers and their brands, together with the names of the 
buyers and sellers, and the prices, weight and totals of every 
bunch. When an animal bearing an odd brand is found in a bunch 
it is known as a stray. The check for this steer goes to the 
treasurer of the association, with whom every brand is registered, 
and the member owning the brand with which the steer is marked 
is credited with the amount. It is a simple system, but it results 
in retaining for each cattle raiser what is his honest due, and 
it is a hard matter for the cleverest cattle thieves to get the 
better of this kind of an arrangement.
The business methods, or rather, trade customs, of the "Yards*' 
are decidedly novel. There is often much bantering ftawhiding") 
and rough talk, for they are hearty and straightforward menj but 
although there is an apparent laxity of business etiquette, it 
must be conceded that more business is done "on honor" there than 
in any other place in the world. A car load or a train load of 
cattle is in many cases sold by some pantomine movement, a 
of the hand or a motion of the whip may seal a transfer of thousands 
of dollars, with never the scratch of a pen between the principals.
Here on sale days are to be found not only buyers for the nearby 
slaughter houses, but also for the export and eastern markets. For
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here can be found all classes of animals, from the emaciated 
ex-dairy cow to the prime corn-fed steers of the prairies of 
Illinois and Iowa,tq*Ehe mongrel Texans and the lank western rangers 
many of the latter of which are now being shipped out and finished 
by farmers and feeders who find it a profitable means of disposing 
of their crop of corn and forage. Here each buyer has an opportun­
ity to select whatever class of cattle may suit his fancy.
New York is at present our principal export point, and for this 
reason and because the cattle raising regions are so far removed, 
that city has practically lost its identity as a first market.
By comparing the following tables of stock receipts at and 
shipments from Chicago, if will be seen that from 2/5 to 1/2 of the 
cattle received in that market., are sent out to other cities, New 
York probably receiving 3/5 of those shipped, either for export or 
city use.
RECEIPTS OF STOCK FOR 33 YE AR S.
Yea,r. Cattle. Calves. Hogs. Sheep, lHorses.
1865*: . . .  613 ... 17,761 1,433 ...
1866.. . . .  393,007 ... 961,746 207,987 1,553
1867.. . . .  329,188 ... 1,696,738 180,888 847
1868.. . . .  321,521 . ........... 1,706,782 270,891 1,902
1869.. ........ .. 1,661,869 340,072 1,521
1870.. . . .  532,961 ... 1,693,158 349,853 3,537
1871.. . .  543,050 ... 2.380,083 315,053 5,963
1872.. . . .  684,075 ... 3,252,623 310,211 12,145
1873.. ..  761,428 ... 1,437,750 291,734 20,289
1871.. . . .  843,966 ... 1,258,379 333,655 17,588
1875.. ... 3,912,110 418.948 11,316
1876.. . . .  1,096,745 ... 1,190,006 364,005 8.159
1877.. . . .  1,033,151 ............. 4,025,970 310,240 7,847
1878.. . . .  1,083,068 ............. 6,339,651 310,420 9,415
1879.. .. .y...y. 6,448,330 325,119 10,473
1880.. . . .  1,382,177 7,059,555 335,810 10,398
1881.. . . .  1,498,550 48,9.18 6.471.841 493,624 ' 12,909
1882.. . . .  1,582,530 24.965 5,817,504 628,887 13,856
1883.. . . .  1,878,911 30,223 5,640,6>5 719,917 15,255
1881.. . . .  1,817,697 52,353 5,351,967 801,630 18,602
1885.. . . .  1,905,518 58,500 6,937,535 1,003,598 19,356
1886.. . . .  1,963,900 51,290 6,718,761 1,008,790 27.599
1887.. . . .  2,382,003 65.859 5,470,852 1,360,862 46,404
1888.. . . .  2,611,543 96,086 4,921,712 1.515,011 55.333
1889.. 122,968 5,998,526 1.832,469 79,926
1399.. . . .  3,184,280 175,025 7,663,829 2,182.667 101,566
1891.. . . .  3,250,359 205,383 8,600,805 2,158,537 91,396
1892.. . . .  3,571,796 197,576 7,711.435 2.113,079 86,998
1893.. . . .  3.133,406 210,557 6,057,278 3,031,171 82,192
189 L . . . .  2,971,363 160,949 7,483,228 3,099,725 97,415
1895. . . .  2,588,558 168,710 7,885,283 3,406,739 113,193
1895.. . . .  2,600,476 138,337 7,659,172 3,590,655 105.978
1897.. . . .  2,554,921 122,976 8,363,721 3,606,610 111,601
1898.. . . .  2,480,897 132,733 8,817.111 3,589,439 118,754
Total.58,850,960 2,963,168 177,619,810 10,866,855 1,321,616 
*Five days.
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SH IPM EN TS OF STOCK FOR 33 YE AR S.
Years. Cattle. Calves. Hogs. Sheep. Horses.
1865..., -No shipm ents.
1866... . 263.693 482,875 75,447 162
1867..., 758,789 50,275 387
1868... 1,020,329 81,634 2,185
1869..., ... 1,086,305 108.690 1,585
1870..., ... 924.453 116,711 3,488
1871 ..,.. 401,927 ... 1,162,286 135.084 5,482
1872..., 1,835,594 145,016 10,652
1873... .. 574,181 ... 2,197,557 115,235 18,540
1874 .. .. 622,929 ... 2,330,361 180,555 16,608
1875... .. 696,534 1,582,643 243,604 11,129
1876... . .  797,724 .. ........ 1,131,635 195,925 6,839
1877... .. 703,402 ... 951,221 155,354 6,598
1878... . .  699,108 ... 1,266,906 156.727 8,176
1879... .. 1,692,361 159,266 9,289
1880... . 886,614 ... 1,394,990 156,510 8,713
1881.. ..  938,713 33,465 1,289,679 253,938 11,108
1882... 10,229 1,747,722 314,200 12,788
1883. . ..  966,758 12,671 1,319,392 374,463 14,698
1884... .. 791,884 31.089 1,392,615 290,352 18,247
1885. . ..  744,093 33.610 1,797,446 260,277 18,582
1886... . .  704,675 18,657 2,090,784 266,912 26,388
1887... . 791,483 15,956 1.812,001 445,094 46,155
1888... .. 938,385 23,663 1,751,829 601,241 52,866
1889 . .. 1,259.971 35,576 1,786,659 711,315 73,311
1890... 61.466 1,985,700 929,584 91,362
1891... .. 1,066,264 48,331 2,962,514 688,205 87,273
1892... .. 1,121,675 31,004 2.926,145 483,368 74,368
1893... . .  900,163 13,832 2,149.410 442,865 70,011
1894... . .  950,738 11,888 2,465.058 333,398 90,441
1895. . .. 785,092 9,882 2,100,613 474,646 109,146
1896... . .  818.326 6,457 1,896,312 561,239 98,445
1897... ..  843,392 11.217 1,629,984 638,110 101,006
1898... .. 865,642 27,844 1,340,544 543,425 102,234
Total.24,687,624 436,837 54,262,712 10,684,935 1,211,188
It, will be seen from the above -that, the percentage of shipments 
in proportion to the receipts at Chicago is decreasing. This is 
probably due for the most part to the rapidly increasing facilities 
for slaughtering and packing as well as for the immediate con­
sumption of the city. Taking the receipts of Cattle at Chicago 
for 1898 as 2,500,000, about 900,000 were exported and 1,600,000 
were slaughtered for city use and packing. Of these, if we are 
correctly informed, one concern slaughtered 900,000 (more than 
one half), besides handling nearly a million and a half of sheep 
and two million hogs.
For comparison with the above figures it r/ill be interesting to 
note a few figures from the chief cattle markets of Europe. In 
London (see Appendices 1 and 2) we find that there are two cattle 
markets, the Metropolitan at Islington and the foreign Market at 
Deptford, both of which are under the control of the City of
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London Corpora Dion. The following is the number of animals 
slaughtered at. each place during the last three years.
Metropolitan Cattle Market.
1895 1896 189.7
Cattle 105,728 85,290 83,789
Sheep 799,384 693,090 635,596
Calves 2 ,8?6 3,122 2,610
Pigs 2,989 5,516 4,628
Foreign Cattle Market..
1895 1896 1897
Cattle 151,049 210,637 223,628
Sheep 240, 8.73 285,833 286,990
Calves 10
Pigs 2
Total Cattle Slaughtered In London.
1895 1896 1897
256,777 895, 92.7 306,417.
Animals sold oh marketed at Islington are allowed to he taken 
to private slaughter houses suitable to the purchaser, while the 
animals landed and sold at the Foreign Cattle Market must he 
slaughtered on the premises within ten days exclusive of the day 
of landing. The cattle sold at the Islington market are of the 
Angus, Hereford, Durham and Lincoln breeds; also quite a number 
of grade cattle from Ireland. The following give the numbers of 
animals landed at, the Foreign Cattle Market and the countries of
■— 2 7 -
their origin.
.from -the United States.
Cattle Sheep
1895 100,492 34,483
1896 139,538 18,992
1897 144,6.79 7,897
384,709 61,372
From Canada.
1895 23,208 9,722
1896 46,258 39,600
1897,, 29,365 31', 056
98,831 80,378
From the Argentine Republic
1895 25,528 183,7,43
1896 46,258 226,724
1897 49,584 248,037
121,370 668,504
From New South Wales.
1895 1,382 530
1896
1897
32
1,414 530
From Queensland.
1895 114 117.
From South Australia.
1895 325 582
1896 517
325 1,099
From these tables we note that the Canadian and Australian 
cattle market is falling off, while that of the Argentine Republic 
and the United States show a steady increase. The United States 
furnishes about three times as many live cattle to England as does 
the Argentine Republic, and nearly three times as many as all 
foreign countries put together, the Argentine Republic included.
According to Dr. W. H. Wray of the United•States Department of 
Agriculture, from whose letter I am quoting, ’’the American cattle 
are undoubtedly the best, sold in the English market. They will
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dress fully as well, and the meat becomes as firm and in many 
cases firmer than that of the English cattle; they are very 
nearly as well bred as the English, and take them allaround will 
outweigh the English cattle” "The range of price, dressed weight, 
on the London market is 10 to 12 cents per pound for United States 
cattle;' 9 to 11 cents per pound for Canadians; 8 to 10 cents per 
pound for Argentines, and 11 1/2 to 15 1/2 cents per pound for 
English and Scotch, of course these prices vary a little 
according to supply and demand. Most of the beef from the United 
States is retailed as best English and Scotch.” Very few cattle 
dress under 50$: 55 to 60$ is a very fair average— as a rule about 
56$.
So few cattle are taken from the London market into the country 
that it may be said that all that are sold at Islington are 
slaughtered in the city, the country butchers mostly procuring 
their supplies from local markets. Although but few cows are sold 
at Islington market, those that are bring within a fraction of a 
cent of steers of the same and condition, quite an exception to 
the conditions in our otpi country at present.
The live cattle market of Paris is carried on chiefly at yards 
known as the Villette market. These, like the London stockyards, 
are under municipal control. The animals are disinfected at the 
cattle market t?fice a week, after each sale day, which service 
has been in operation since 1888 and is performed by .70 employees. 
The disinfectant used is of antiseptic products in accordance with 
prescription, and is made under the control of the official 
sanitary service. The sale of the animals is conducted by an
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officially authorized corps of one hundred and twelve commissioners 
men who receive from 3 to 5 francs ($0.60 to $1.00) per head 
commission. A municipal charge of 3 francs ($0.60) is made for 
space on the day of sale in the market, and. 50 centimes ($0.10) 
per head per day for stabling, and a charge of 25 centimes ($0.05) 
for disinfection. The charge of three france per head produced 
in 1896 a revenue of POO,729 francs ($173,840.69);' stabling,
124,840 francs ($24,094.00); and disinfection, 75,060 francs 
($14,487.00).
In 1896 4,805 head was the sum total of the cattle imported 
into France. Out of these 4,805 cattle received from abroad, the 
United States furnished 4,289, Spain 217, and Portugal 299, being 
for the United States an increase over 1895 of 2,354and a decrease 
for Spain and Portugal of 141 and 1,080 respectively. In 1896 
300,093 head of cattle left the stock market in Paris. Of this 
total 190,581 went to the three slaughtering houses of Paris,
459 head for delivery in the city and 109,053 for exterior 
delivery.
A large number of the cattle sold at the Villette market are 
not for Parisian consumption, as about a third are bought by 
provincial butchers residing within a radius of 60 miles of Paris, 
and the wholesale dealers of the large towns to the north and 
east of France. Foreign cattle coming into france pay 10 francs 
($1.93) the kilo (220 lbs.) live weight, to the city of Paris, 
and an octare or customs duty of 53 francs ($10.23) per head for 
bulls and 35 francs ($6.75) for cows. These exorbitant customs 
charges, coupled with the price of dressed beef, account for the
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small amount, of live beef exported to France. The prices for 
dressed beef are about- the same as those in England, being from 
22 to 27 cents per kilo, or 10 to 13 1/2 cents per pound.
From these cities alone we see that London kills more meat than 
all the cities in the north of France, including Paris, and that 
one company alone in the city of Chicago kills 30^ more cattle 
annually than are slaughtered annually in London, Paris, and 
northern France combined. In one day the Armour packing house 
kills as many cattle as are imported into France in a year. Thus 
as far as live cattle handled are concerned we find that England 
is our best customer. But sma.ll as our live cattle trade with 
France is, it is of more importance than our dressed and preserved 
beef trade with that country.
Germany consumes more of our beef than any other European 
country except England. The demand in Germany is chiefly for our 
dressed, salted and canned meats, very few live beeves being sent 
into that country. The large standing armies of England, France 
and Germany have made quite a demand for our canned meats. The 
following figures, giving our canned meat exports for 189.1, in 
which year they were the highest, will aid in showing who is 
consuming our American meat and how much they are using.
Exports of American Beef (Canned) for 1891. 
lbs. Value.
Belgium 
France 
Germany 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Other European 
Countries
4,859,358
6,371,634
7,981,098
3,723,470
80,246,78.7
$ 408.501 
504,761 
593,034 
311,202 
6,669,673
401,674 53,057
- S l ­
lbs. Value
Total for Europe 103,584,111 $8,520,218
British N. A. 
Central America 
Mexico 
West. Indies 
Others in North Am.
2,554,291
17.9,143
61,524
335,301
360
215,586
14,914
5,957
28,252
South America 
Japan
Rest of Asia 
British Australasia 
All others
269,668 
469,080 
8$,740 
718,700 
1,323,759
22,948
68,768
11,440
60,548
Grand Total 109,585,727. $ 9,068,906
it is seen from this table that Germany consumes a little more 
canned heef than France, Belgium and the Netherlands ranking next 
to these two, while Great Britain uses four times as much as all 
four of these countries taken together. The United Kingdom and
her dependencies used 83,519,778 pounds of our canned meat in 
1891, or more than three fourths of the canned beef we exported 
in that year, and valued at about seven millions of dollars.
The following is a similar table relating to the salt beef 
exports of the same year.
Exports of American Beef (Salt) for 1891.
lbs. Value.
Belgium 
Germany 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Other Europe 
Total Europe
2,092,835
6,022,890
772,383
63,006,5.57
5,142,100
71,178,133
$ 105,580
293,933 
37, 938 
3,609,594 
172,544 
4,128,625
British N. A. 6,943,652 
Central America 575,819 
British West Indies 4,069,802 
West Indies 3,979,875 
Other N. A. 45,179 
To'tal N. A. 16,134,813
382,26.7
27,323
215,687
191,600
1,761
774,047
•32-
lbs Value
South America 
All others
Grand Total
2,160,759
813,2.74
90,286,979
$ 774,147.
58,502
$ 5,048,788
It is seen from this table that Belgium and Germany consumed 
more salt beef in 1891 ‘than all the other continental nations 
inclusive of France', while England consumed nearly six times as 
much as all continental Europe, England and her dependencies 
consumed 74,019,791 lbs., valued at about four millions of dollars, 
and about 5/6 of all the salt beef that we exported in that year.
This is indeed a wonderful showing for the beef packing industry, 
but it must not be forgotten that we have still another branch to 
consider, our dressed beef industry for export trade. In 18.75 
dressed beef was first shipped across the ocean in refrigerator 
vessels. In the next year some 18 million pounds of dressed meat 
were shipped from our shores, the principal point of shipment 
being the slaughtering establishments at the Jersey City yards.
The most of this meat went to England, causing much foreboding 
on the part of English st,ock raisers, as there was probability of 
this fresh meat importation ruining their stock raising ihter*je-s:ts 
at home. Our dressed beef trade with England has grown- steadily, 
but cattle raising is still a profitable industry in that country.
With the improvement of transportation facilities and the 
invention of refrigerator ca.rs, Chicago came into competition with 
New York for this export trade in dressed beef, and today by far 
the highest percentage of dressed beef shipped from New York has 
come overland in refrigerator cars from the great slaughter 
houses of Chicago. Let us examine for a moment the structure of
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our export trade in dressed beef.
England
<lbs.
18,838,7.15
1875.
Value.
$.1,1*2,911
United Kingdom 
All others
192,406,458 
1, 589,180
1891.
$15,221,751
100,303
England 
All others
274,183,636
584,436
1898.
$22,922,136
44,420
From these figures it is evident that even in 1891 when our 
canned and salt beef trade was at its best that the fresh beef 
trade with England brought a million more dollars than did the 
whole foreign trade in canned and salt beef combined.
Value of dressed beef exported in 1891, $15,221,751
" " salt & canned do. " " " 14,117,694
$ 1,104,057
It is also to be-seen that England received practically all of 
our export dressed beef. The following figures give the amounts 
and valus of beef sent directly to England in 1891 exclusive of 
live animals.
dbs. Value.
Dressed beef 
Canned H 
Salt "
Total
192,456,458
83,519,7.78
74,019,7.91
249,996,027
$15,221,751
7.000. 000
4.000. 000 
$26,221,751
As we have stated above, the year 1891 shows the heaviest market 
for canned and salt beef of any on record. For some reason our 
trade in these classes of beef has been steadily oh the decrease 
since 1891; so that in 1898 our trade, although distributed in 
about the same proportion among the nations, was only about 40$
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of what, it, was in 1891. On the other hand pur dressed beef trade 
with England has "been steadily on the increase. This trade has 
grown at the rate of1 over a million dollars a year, the total valhe 
in 1898 being $22,922,136 , as against $15,221,751 in 1891. Our
I
total exports of* fresh, canned and salt beef in 1898 were valued 
at $28,614,680, or two million dollars more than in 1891, showing 
that the increase in the dressed beef trade has more than made 
up for the falling off in the other lines.
From the figures it seems that we can come to no other conclusion 
than that our English cousins (so famous for their beef eating 
propensities) will be in the future as they have been in the 
past, our best beef customers. It would also seem that our future
trade will grow more in the lines of live and dressed beef, the
'demand for canned and preserved meat seeming to becoming more and 
more limited. In view of the above facts and economic conditions 
existing alt home, it would seem that a"Beef Propaganda" would be 
far more profitable and more promising of permanent success thafi 
the ill-starred "Corn Propaganda" which has so lately been 
organized.
We have spoken in passing of the remarkable centralization of 
industry in our country, and if for no other reason than an 
economic one it will' be of interest to note some of the present 
conditions of our slaughtering industry, Which not only supplies 
the English markets but those of our own country with fresh 
dressed beef.
The beef consumer of this country is at present supplied with 
meat from the hands of the small butcher which has either been 
bought and slaughtered by him, purchased in halves or quarters
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from a medium slaughter house which makes a business of buying 
live animals, slaughtering them and selling the meat direct, to 
the retail butchers; or,thirdly, which has been purchased by 
wire or through salesmen from large slaughter supply houses whose 
refrigerator cars pass through every town. That slaughtering is 
for the most part passing into the hands of the two last mentioned 
classes is a condition often bewailed by the farmer or stock
m
producer. Since the shipping of dressed beef in refrigerator cars 
commenced, large numbers of small dealers have entirely discon­
tinued buying from the local market and slaughtering on their 
own account. Is it to save time or inconvenience, or to force the 
stockraiser to send all of his stock to large markets? No, it is 
simply because the small dealer had to figure so closely in 
buying and slaughtering in his small way that he lost money as 
often as he made it on the direct transaction;* and the cost of 
buying up extra buildings and supporting extra help was a constant 
drain which could be averted by handling the article which could 
daily be placed on his racks from the refrigerator cars. It is 
merely a business condition, in dealing Yrith which we come inti­
mately in contact with profit and loss. This is a matter which 
seems to flavor considerably of mystery to the general public, and 
being interested in elucidating facts in regard to the actual 
conditions, we interviewed the proprietor of one of what might 
be called the better grade of small butcher shops.
On getting acquainted with his conditions we found him to be a 
man of more than usual ability, and that although he figured 
carefully on all animals handled, that he was doing his own buying 
and slaughtering on a. small margin,_________  .________________
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His calculations were all made with reference to Chicago live 
prices and the provision supply house prices on dressed beef. 
Familiarity with animals and with his great wastes and shrinkage 
in slaughtering had forced him, so he said, to he very discreet 
in buying. The following figures on a pair of Chrictmas steers, 
taken from his hooks, will show his position and manner of figuring.
Two Steers, 18 Months old.
Live Wt. Dressed Wt.
1D75 604 56
980 514 52
Cost per cwt., $425. Net live cost, $87.30. Net cost of 
dressed carcass (hare) per cwt. $7.81. Figuring the following 
offal at fixed prices: Hide, 60 lbs. at 90; liver, 300; tongue,
30^; heart, 150; raw entrail fat, 500. This would reduce the 
price of the dressed carcass about $1 per cwt, leaving the price 
per cwt. for the dressed beef $6.81. Approximate cost of handling, 
feeding, killing, accident insurance, etc., 500 per cwt., making 
the total cost of the dressed carcass about $7.31 per cwt.
Cost of same grade of meat at this time from wholesale meat 
car, $7.40. This difference of 90 left him a margin of $10.06 on 
both animals, which he ascribed to the fortunate condition of the 
market at the time the animals were bought.
The above figures, aside from their interest as regards the 
dressed carcass, show what a large amount of the animal is 
absolutely wasted. During the conversation it was mentioned in­
cidentally that there was always some expense for carting away 
bones, paunch, etc., which became offensive oh accumulation.
A few weeks later I had an opportunity of interviewing the
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proprietor of* an establishment, of a larger and more elaborate 
character, an exclusive slaughtering concern in a town of some 
20,000 inhabitants. The proprietor of this concern was very 
familiar with the structure of the market, having been personally 
connected with the small retail market as proprietor and the large 
wholesale houses as traveling salesman. His object in establishing 
this business was to occupy a middle position between the wholesale 
houses and the butchers of the town. His slaughtering house was 
so equipped for saving what are ordinarily considered wastes that 
he can kill the animals bought by the local buyers cheaper than 
they can and still make a comfortable profit. Aside from this he 
is also doing a wholesale business in a conservative way with 
town dealers.
The large provision houses carry on a donstant and bitter fight- 
with these smaller houses, and ingenuity and business ability 
are a necessity to success. The following figures however will show 
that this sized business can be carried on with profit not only 
to the proprietor but also to the retail trade in a town of this 
size.
Cost of bare dressed carcass of steer weighing 1350 at $4.40, 
dressing 55$>, $8.00 per cwt: weight of dressed carcass, ,742 lbs. 
Figuring offal at fixed prices: Hide,65 lbs. at 9^j crude offal 
fat, 40 lbs. at 4$; tongue, 30£; liver, 50^; heart, tankage
fat, 20 lbs. at 4^; tail, 5^; tankage, blood, etc., for crude 
manure, 20j^ j bones, 30 lbs,at .75^  per cwt.;' the sum of all this 
amounting to $9.45. This would reduce the cost of the dressed 
beef to about $6.75 per cwt. In a case like this the slaughterer
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has ah opportunity ho sell at a direct profit to the small dealer, 
■besides having a better opportunity to dispose of his offal 
products. When animals are killed for other parties the charge is 
10 cts. per cwt. of the dressed carcass. The net cost of killing 
being only about 25 cts. per head, it would leave in a case like 
the above 50 cts. clear profit, besides allthe tankage, bones, 
fertilizer, etc. A business of this character can be carried on 
very economically, and if properly managed proves to be a paying 
enterprise.
Although the town or medium sized slaughter house may be con­
sidered very near in principle to the largest packing houses, it 
resembles far more the small private slaughter house connected with 
the retail market. In coming to the discussion of the third 
phase of the slaughtering industry we firid that the killing and 
marketing are about the smallest element to be taken into consid­
eration. In our largest slaughter houses today the number of men 
and the amount, of money distributed in the killing is indeed very 
small considering the large amounts of money a,nd great number of 
men which areused in bringing onto the market the finished 
products manufactured from the offal of the slaughtering process.
We have spoken of the large number of slaughter houses located 
in the immediate vicinity of the Chicago Union Stock Yards (about 
70), and as it will be a more convenient illustration we will 
consider one of these, that of P. D. Armour & Company. This 
institution isthe largest of its kind in packing town, being 
followed more or less closely by those of Swift & Company, Libby, 
MeNeil & Libby, and Nelson Morris & Company. About fifteen
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millions of dollars are invented in -the various plants of packing- 
town, and the capital employed approximates 30 millions, between 
twenty-five and thirty thousand laborers find steady work in these 
vast establishments., their annual wages ranging from tv/enty to 
twenty-five millions of dollars.
The great business conducted by P. D. Armour has grown from the 
small city slaughter supply house of thirty years ago until it 
has become the largest enterprise of its kind in the world. In 
1898 about one million cattle, nearly two million hogs, and almost 
a million and a half of sheep were slaughtered in this great 
house. Every part of the bodies of these animals was turned to 
account; and at the end of the year it was found that the business 
conducted by this firm in this one year was over one hundred 
millions of dollars, or more than the total receipts of the two 
largest railroads running into Greater New York. The following 
matter was collected by me in the abovementioned recent visit 
to the establishment.
The following historical sketch was collected on the ground.
At a time some thirty years ago when these packing houses were 
small concerns their business v/as to kill cattle and selltheir 
carcasses in the city. Cattle were cheap, and on account of the 
largeness of the kill Sahat products were cheap also. Much meat 
was entirely wasted, as people were not accustomed to using the 
cheaper cuts of meat, and but a small quantity was used in sausage 
makirig. Commercial, fertilizers were practically unknown, practice 
ally none being used in the central and western states. Large 
amounts og skulls, leg bones, hoofs, horns and other offal were 
necessarily incidental to the business, and the disposal of this
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material was necessary on account of the health ordinances. Various 
means of disposal were practised:' as much as possible was given 
away, all that possibly could be was dumped into the sewers, and 
what could not be disposed of in these ways was buried in long 
ditches. Such wanton practices could not but attract the attention 
of enterprising. A systematic study of the possibilities of 
handling this waste material was commenced by outside parties.
Soon it was found by the packers that they did hot have to dig 
tranches to bury offal, for several small concerns had started 
up, finding they could realize handsome profits for handling 'this 
gift offal for what grease, glue and crude fertilizer they could 
get out of it.
Fertilizer factories made fabulous profits out of the material;' 
iihich they got free from the packers and the small rendering 
factories. The concerns grew rapidly: ditched offal was dug up 
and carted a,way, and bids began to be submitted to the packers for 
their waste materials. Much of value was also washed away in 
the sewers. It is an actual fact that one Irishman built his 
house over the sewer and skimmed grease off of it until he became 
a millions re.
By this time the packers beganto realize the importance of this 
offal material, and in the latter 70/& took the disposal of it 
again into their own hands. From about this time dates the 
beginning of the developement of the large packing establishments.
About 1880 the packers began to cater especially to the fancy 
uptown markets. For this purpose the fine cuts only were in 
demand, and in consequence a valuable by-product in the form of 
boiling meat was left on their hands in large quantities. This
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meat, although it, was from the finest of animals, was almost 
entirely unsaleable, and so it came to be used for sausage and 
canning purposes. For some time the liquor that the canning meat 
was scalded in was thrown away, but it was found later that- this 
second waste product could be made saleable if reduced to the 
form of beef extract.
About 1884 or 5 the shipping of dressed beef in refrigerator 
cars commenced to be an important part of the business. Fresh 
meat is shipped from this packing house to all parts of the 
United States in its own cars, and Armour and Company's refrig­
erators are to be seen on almost every railroad in the country.
A very large proportion of our export trade in beef and meat 
products is also carried on by this firm.
Buyers are on the market every day, and nothing worse than "fair" 
animals are ever bought, many of them are the finest, and all 
a,re of good quality. The large packer will not handle the poor 
class of animals, but leaves them for the "scab" or "dago" butchers, 
who sell their meat in the slum districts.
After the anima.ls are bought they axe transferred to the 
company's yards, and from thence directly to the slaughtering 
rooms. The killing room at Armours, where they kill about 3,000 
head a day, is indeed an interesting sight. The animals are 
driven in through a chute from the outside into the interior 
killing pens. Throughout the killing room is a system of overhead 
tracks on which the carcasses are mover by means of travelling 
hooks. The main branch of these tracks is of course Just over 
the above mentioned killing pens. Every minute from six to ten 
cattle are knocked down with a, hammer in these pens. The walds of
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the pens are false, and as soon as the cattle are killed they are 
dumped on the floor under the tracks. Hooks are inserted in the 
gambrels, and in a jiffy the animal is being tolled around to the 
sticker. A considerable number of men stand near the sticker 
and catch as much of the gushing blood as possible in hand vessels, 
the rest falling into a gutter and being collected later. From 
the sticker the animal, goes to the skinner, who divests it of its 
hide in very short order. The entrails are then removed, the 
head and leg bones taken off,* the carcass split down and taken 
directly to the cooling room in halves of quarters. The time 
consumed in putting an animal through these operations is sur­
prisingly short. The killing departments for sheep and hogs are 
fully as interesting as the above.
Being interested in seeing just what became of this slaughter 
room offal, I carefully inspected all parts of the plant, and with 
the kindness of Dr. Manus, chief of the chemical department, am 
able to make the following summary:
The average steer handled by Armour & Company's slaughter 
houseswill weigh 1150 pounds, and will dress out about 54.8$ 
gross weight, or about 630 pounds of dressed beef. The remainder, 
consisting of hide, head, horns, feet, heart, liver, hoofs, blood, 
entrails, etc., is broadly known as offal, from Tillich the various
by-products are made.
lbs.
Hide, green, 75
Tallow 75
Head, with jaws, 20
Feet, with shin bones, 33
Horns a,nd pith 2.5
Hoofs, 1.5
Paunch 20
C ontents, 75
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lbs .
Heart.,, liver, lungs, etc., 50 
Blood, liquid, 40
Rough tallow, trimmings, etcj£0
In our further consideration we cannot hut he impressed hy the 
economy of great capital, for it is only in such large and well 
appointed slaughter houses that the full value of the animals 
dealt with can he realized, and these become factories of a great 
many finished products, besides finding the proper and most 
profitable markets for each of the raw products into which they 
separate the animals. The hides are salted and packed away in 
cellars to be sold by the carload to tanners. The feet and shin 
bones are boiled, the hoofs are removed, and after drying they 
are sorted and the finest white and striped ones are kept for 
export to China to be used in the manufacture of novelties. The 
other hoofs are then sent to the glue factory, after which the 
residue is used in making hoof meal fertilizer. The feet are 
treated for neat's foot oil, of which several grades are made.
The long shin bones are boiled under pressure, and a very fine 
grade of gelatine is made from the marrow. After this boiling the 
long bones are dried, the knuckles sawed off, and the shafts 
sorted and stored away for market. These bones are used for making 
knife handles, tooth brush handles, novelties, and for the most, 
part go to France and Japan. The horns are boiled, the pith 
removed, and after dry are sorted into three grades. At present 
these horns sell at from $125 to $225 per ton, according to 
grade.
The head and jaws, after being boiled for glue and grease, are 
crushed, along with other irregular shaped bones, for the various
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grades of fertilizer or chicken feed. The liquid hlood yields 
about 3/4 of a pound per cwt. of commercial albumen. What remains 
is dried, ground, and used as a fertilizer. The finer grades 
of 'tallow are combined with cottonseed oil and made into lard 
substitutes for culinary purposes. The entrails are cleaned and 
used as sausage casings; while the bladders are preserved and sold 
by the hundreds for snuff packages. The tripe is pickled for 
market; and pepsin, pancreatine, rennet and other pharmaceutical 
preparations are made from the various glands. The contents of 
some of the intestines are pressed and used for fuel. From the 
contents of the paunch a good qualith of card board is prepared. 
Other parts of the intestines, etc., are put in large vats and 
boiled under pressure— '^tanked". All grease arising from this 
source as well as that secured from boiling bones goes to the 
mammoth soap factory, where hundreds of thousands of pounds of 
soap are made annually.
After all other products are obtained from these materials, they 
are ground up and put on the market as fertilizer. The following 
are the different products of the fertilizer factory: Dried 
blood, TankageSteamed bone, Ground bone, Bone meal, Hoof meal, 
crushed bone, and mixed or blended fertilizer.
In the shipping department where cuts are made there is much 
waste flank and brisket meat off of good carcasses. This is 
"shrunk", scalded and canned, the liquor from the same evaporated 
and sold as"Beef extract" "Vigoral", or under some other commercial 
name. The beef extract is strictly a by-product, only relatively 
small quantities being manufactured. The canned beef is almost 
solely a by-product, as only in the early winter are animals known
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as "canners" purchased. These are lean western rangers, and are 
used for making dried and canned meat.s.
It will be seen that it would be decidedly difficult to get 
actual figures on these by-productd as referring to the individual, 
for many of these operations are very expensive, and only yield 
a fair manufacturers profit when carried on on a large scale.
From the present aspect of the business we have every reason to 
believe that all the killing and manufacturing expenses are paid, 
besides leaving finished products on hand for the market almost 
equal in value to the meat. In addition, the economy in buying, 
killing and selling also enables a large concern to put dressed 
meat on the market cheaper than most small butchers can do it for 
them selves.
Such are the conditions of the dressed beef industry as developed 
under its close competition and the business pressure of the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century. Although frequently criticised 
by the producer, sometimes justly, it would more often be to his 
advantage to study the methods and aims of such industries, so 
that he might be the better able to contend with the conditions 
surrounding his own pursuits-. Nearly every one admits that they 
feel safer in buying city dressed beef than that of the small 
butcher, if for no other reason than on account of the inspections.
We have already spoken of the yard inspection of cattle by the 
United States government. Following this there is a post-nortem 
inspection made in the slaughtering houses, -two by the United State 
and one by the state. No meat in any form can be sold to the 
retail trade unless it bears the approval stamp of these inspectors
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It is also a recognized fact, that, -this meat, is superior in 
palatability on account of the "ripening” process it undergoes. The 
storing of the meat for a certain length of time in the refriger­
ators has a mellowing effect, and makes it much, more edible than 
freshly killed meat.
From the present aspect of the question it would seem that it 
would be far better to undertake to supply a class of cattle as 
to condition and breeding such as would suit, the fancy of these 
houses, and thus reap a part of the benefits.
Turning again to the markets, we find that, according to ah 
article by Mr. John Clay, published in the "Breeder's Gazette", 
there were marketed:
"Over 235,000 cattle less in 189:8 than in 18971 such is the 
record for our four leading western markets— Chicago, Kansas City, 
South Omaha and Eqst St. Louis. Chicago is responsible for a 
75,000 loss, Kansas £ity for 60,000, and St. Louis for 104,000, 
while Omaha alone records an increase— though small. The loss at 
Chicago has been entirely in the Western Range product, the supplies 
of northwestern grass cattle during the season reaching only 
200,000— the leatt in almost a decade. They were not there to 
come, nor will they be. The halcyon days of the range business 
preceded the winter of 1887-8— aye, preceded themistakes of 1884,
*85 and '86— and a series of unprofitable seasons, together with 
changed conditions, ring a sort of knell over the graves of buried 
dollars. The "golden hoofed" wool carrier is driving the beef out 
of Wyoming (supplies of range cattle from that state at Chicago 
this season being only 28,000), out of Dakota and to a large
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ox tent out, of Montana, while barbed wire is rapidly narrowing 
individual confines and making of the range a fenced country.
Many large outfits have forsaken the field entirely, the past 
season witnessing the cleaning up of a number of large herds whose 
brands will pass into history.
"To those who have been wont to look upon the range country 
as the source of our beef supply the present conditions of 
affairs would seem at first sight to indicate alarmingly diminished 
beef stocks, but the shortage is much more apparent than real.
The northwestern country is not the source. It is a sort of 
reservoir fed from the great springs far to the south, and its sup­
ply drawn toward the markets of consumption and distribution when 
needed. Texas! Texas! from thence flows the eternal bovine 
stream, but no more toward the land of the Dakotas or Wyoming.
The river has changed its course, and now empties into the corn 
lands of Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri through the gateways of 
the "Big Muddy." The past two years have seen an enormous influx, 
into those states of southern cattle, and a plentitude of beef 
is assured for years to come. The branding of calves upon the 
northern ranges may suggest sharply decreasing cattle supplies, 
but when one considers that a single Texas company branded this 
summer 37,000 calves, another 17,000 and others as high as 10,000 
each, he does not have to marvel wherewithal he shall be fed, but 
rather whither shall our immense production seek consumption.
"Not the least gratifying feature of our cattle industry has 
been the tendency toward improved blood. The introduction upon 
the range of high class breeding stock has wrought wonders. We 
see it at market daily in the improved quality of western and
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southern-raised cattle. In this respect the west and south have 
far outstripped the east. Where are our once numerous fine 
natice beeves? Is the industry waning, or does it need a Moses to 
lead it out of darkness into light? Greatly as we regret to own 
it the conviction nevertheless forces itself upon us that our 
native-raised cattle are not so good as formerly. True there has 
been little to encourage the breeder, and novj that v;e are recover­
ing from the long period of depression we may reattain the position 
once held and see goodbeef again— good beef in abundance-something 
more than two seven-cent Shorthorns and a trio of six-and-three- 
quarter-cent "doddies" for the Christmas trade.
"But the conditions are changed. Chicago is being decentral­
ized. She cannot much longer be called the commanding center of 
the live-stock trade. This is naturally working toward the field 
of most.active operations and the contest for supremacy lies 
betwixt Omaha and Kansas City. With the western movement of our 
national cattle caJ>itol goes the breeder as well as the feeder.
In the valleys of the Mississippi and the Missouri the industry 
is cradled and nurtured, while the southwest is the great prop­
agator, and so must conditions be. There are our stocks and there 
is great abundance. That our markets received less cattle the 
past year than in 180,7 has been due to the unfinished condition 
of much of the young stuff taken north, but another year will see 
supplies ample for all requirements and drawn to a very great 
extent from the states already mentioned. Cattle and corn are 
indissoluble. If we have corn we shall have cattle, and even 
should our corn fail us'this is too great a farming country to be
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wholly dependent upon a single product. The cotton seed of the 
south, the roots of the north and the staple farm cereals remain.
"So far as good fat beeves are concerned there has been during 
the past year but slight variation in values. They have sold 
largely between $5 and $5.40, with primer lots at $5.50 to $5.75, 
and latterly a few lots of specially fattened beeves at $6 up to
$?. f i i$ i $ #
But the bulk of receipts has consisted of fed Westerns, and such 
must be the case from now on. Natives are scarce. The beef of the 
people is and will be largely raised in the West. Unfortunately 
there has been a marked tendency among our feeders to turn off 
their product in an unfinished condition. Circumstances fre­
quently compelled it}' in some cases it was due to a lack of knowl­
edge of the proper way of handling Westerns in the feed -lot. The 
result has been a deluge of half ready cattle and a discouragihgly 
low market for this class. Many a bitter dose of medicine has 
had to be swallowed. Many a feeder has found his labors of the 
year attended with financial loss.!*
At present a great many of the small herds, especially of 
farmers who are not making beef production a specialty, have been 
selected, where quality is at all considered, with a leaning 
rather to the production of milk than of beef, the surplus animals 
being, sold for veal or matured and p&t on the market for prices 
much below the best. After the business of raising well bred 
animals in the Central sections for sale to range breeders became 
unprofitable and beef cattle raisers suffered from depressed 
prices for several years, large numbers of the well bred herds
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were closed out,. About, this time there was considerable excitement 
about dairy-bred cattle, and on account of the condition of the 
beef market and the superiority of these cattle for milking 
purposes the people readily took up with them. The Jerseys es­
pecially came into prominence, and intermixed freely with the 
beef-bred animals. The fatality of this practise if now being 
realized by all who undertake to secure profitablr feeding animals 
in their own localities. This unfortunate condition has largely 
been brought abour through ignorance, and thoughtful students 
of the situation are now trying to bring the relative merits of 
each class of cattle to the careful consideration of breeders.
Such, then, are the present conditions: and the question now 
arises, how may the farmer of the central states, and especially 
of Illinois, rise above them. "Natives are scarce";' indeed they 
are, but how are they to be increased?. Since native steers have 
come to be desirable property an interest is being taken in their 
production. But how are they to be produced? Our cattle to be 
sure have some good blood in them", but the indiscriminate mixing 
of the last few years has led to undesirable reversion rather than 
the preservation of desirable characteristics.
We have described the condition of the wild cattle of Texas some 
twenty years ago. How was it then tha^ a lot of branded beeves, 
the descendants of those animals, topped the market in 1898 ah 
$5.80? Here is the secret, The proprietors of the Texas ranges
found the breeding of even those wild cattle profitable, but they 
recognized that there would be more profit in raising a better 
class of animals to consume their grass. Accordingly they commenced
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importing v;ell-bred males of be£f breeds bo their ranges, which 
they crossed with their wild Texas females. These bulls were 
shipped from the central states by the carload, making their 
production very profitable to breeders in that section. In a 
few generations it was noted that the Texans were changing In 
appearance, and today we find them for the most part a class of 
high grade beef cattle of uniform growth.
Under present conditions then it seems that the thing for the 
average farmer to do is to follow a careful system of grading. 
Scrubs and mixed grades are'already at hand to supply females 
from which to breed. Pure-bred bulls of very good quality can be 
had at such prices that the farmer can give his calves a first, 
class sire at an extra cost of only a dollar or two. The bull 
is more than half the herd in this case, for his individual 
characters are more firmly fixed by heredity than those of the 
cows, and it is a well established fact that, when the two are 
mated together, the pure-bred animal is prepotent over the one of 
indifferent or mixed breeding(l). Careful selection must be made 
of the half-bred heifers, and they must by all means be bred to a 
pure-bred bull(2).
Carrying out this practice of selecting the best females and 
breeding them to pure-bred bulls will in a few generations work 
wonders with any herd, no matter how poor it may be to start with.
But now granting that we have well bred animals at hand, if they 
are not properly fed they may still remain unprofitable. The
(1) Darwin, Animals and Plants Under Domestication, vol.ii,p. 45.
(2) Ibid., pp. 74-75. .______________
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everywhere report too many ’’half fat." cattle. The method of 
producing the animals probably has much to do with this. Range 
cattle are not as closely cared for as are carefully bred native 
cattle, and when the time for heavy feeding comes they do not 
take as kindly to grain feed.
"The steers which top the market today are as a rule those which 
have been kept growing at their best from the start, and have 
been finished for the butchers at, 24 to 30 months old and weighing 
from 1400 to 1600 lbs. Still many steers are not fattened until 
they are three years old or over and then may not weigh as much 
as 1400 lbs. This shows a marked difference either in the 
quality or in the treatment of the steers— usually both, but 
especially the latter. Experiments show without exception that the 
greatest profit is obtained from early matured steers. The pounds 
of gain for pounds of feed decrease regularly as the animal 
advances in age; and even under the best fattening conditions 
the animal requires the greater portion of its food to supply the 
energy and heat to maintain life, so that the more we prolong the 
feeding process the more food is used up in simply maintaining 
the life of the animal. Most of the stockmen in this state feed 
an excessive amount of grain during the fattening period, indeed 
this is a common failing throughout the grain growing sections of 
the country. Cattle will eat much more grain than they assimilate 
even when fattening, and the excess is a source of great waste to 
the feeder. Lack of sufficient amount, of nutritious food during 
the growing period, and excess of grain during the fattening period
are both sources of loss in our cattle feeding."fl)________________
(1) E.T. Robbins, in Illinois Agriculturist, Vol. III.
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We now come to a consideration of the sources of loss in stock 
feeding. In computing profits from handling stock farmers in the 
West underestimate, as a rule, the value of soil fertility.
As has been seen from the consideration of the slaughtering 
industry, much money is lost by the small butcher in the form of 
by-products which when left on the hands of the large packer are 
transformed into marketable commodities, which not only adds to 
the financial benefit of the individual but also to the economic 
benefit of humanity. It is a well known fact that our present 
farm practice permits the burning of corn stalks, and in many 
cases of straw also. Now if mors of this so-called waste material 
was put into the feed racks, the by-products left in the form of 
manure would, if applied to the land, be far more valuable than 
the ashes, and the gain of the steers would far more than compen­
sate the labor.
To take another instance. It has been found (Kansas Bulletin 
No. 47) that about 10$> of the dry corn given to steers when on 
full feed passes through them in an unbroken state. That this 
corn passing from the animal is a valuable hog feed, especially 
for active shoats, is a fact known to most feeders. In fact, the 
grain is really in a better mechanical state for the hog than if 
it had been prepared by some mechanical means. Nevertheless pigs 
are not to be found in the yards of many supposedly practical 
feeders.
Is this not enough to show that by-products figure as import­
antly in the production of American beef as in' its marketing and 
slaughteririgf But the farmer, unlike the slaughterer, does not
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need large capital. In fact, nowhere does the man of small 
capital have an opportunity to turn his money over to such 
advantage as on a farm whose products are marketable in the form 
of finished animals.
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Appendix A.
March 10, 1899.
Hon. Wm. M. Osborne,
U. S. Consul General,
12 St. Helen's Place,
London, E. C.
My dear Sir:-
In reply bo bhe letter sent you by Mr. John S. 
Raymond of Urbana, 111., and which you have kindly referred -bo me 
for a reply, I am pleased bo state bhe following in answer bo bhe 
quesbions asked by Mr. Raymond:-
1st- How many cabbie are markebed in London annually? There 
are only two cabbie markebs iri London; bhe Metropolitan at Isling­
ton and bhe Foreign Cabbie Market at Depbford, both of which are 
under bhe control of bhe City of London Corporabion. The following 
are bhe numbers of animals slaughtered ab each place for bhree
years:
Mebropoliban Cabbie Markeb.
1895 1896 1897
Cabbie 105,.72 8 85,290 83,789
Sheep ,799,584 693,090. 635,596
Calves 2,876 3,122 2,610
Pigs 2,989 5,516 4,628
Total 910,977 787,018 726,623
Foreign Cabbie Markeb.
1895 1896 1897
Cabbie 151,049 210,657 223,628
Sheep 240,873 285,833 286,990.
Calves 10
Pigs 2
Total 591,934 495,470 510,628
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Animals sold or marketed at the Metropolitan Market are allowed 
to he taken to private slaughter houses suitable to the purchaser, 
while animals landed and sold at, the Foreign Cattle Market must 
he slaughtered on the premises within ten days exclusive of the 
day of landing. The cattle sold at the Islington Market are of 
the Aberdeen Angus, Hereford, Durham and Lincoln breeds, also 
quite a number of grade cattle from Ireland.
The following are the numbers of animals landed at the Foreign 
Cattle Market and the countries of origin:-
From the United States. From Canada.
1895
1896
1897
Total
Cattle
100,492
159,558
144,679
584,709
Sheep
54,485
18,992
61,572
Cattle
25,208
46,258
29,565
98,851
Sheep
9„722
59,600
51,056
80,578
From the Argentine Republic. From New South Wales.
1895
1896
1897
Total.
Cattle
25,528
46,258
49,584
121,570
Sheep 
185,745 
226,724 
248,057 
668,504,
Cattle
1,382
52
Sheep
550
From Queensland.
1,414 550
From South Australia.
1895
1896
Total
Cattle
114
T l 4
Sheep
117
"Tl7
Cattle
525
325
Sheep
582
517
1,099
2. What per cent of those marketed are imported from the United
K.
States? By reference to the above figures you will perceive that 
the United States furnishes a much larger percentage of live 
cattle to the London market than even Great Britain or any other 
country.
5. How do steers imported from the United States compare with 
English cattle as to weight and price? The United States cattle
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are undoubbecllt. the best that axe sold in the English market; they 
will dress fully as well and the meat becomes just as firm, and in 
many instances more firm, than the English cattle, they are very 
nearly as well bred as the English and take them all around will 
out weigh the English cattle. The prices of the United States 
cattle are, as a rule, from one to one and a half cent lower than 
the English, “this lower price is not due to lack of quality but 
simply on account of the restrictions placed upon them. The 
cattle shipped from the UnitedStates to Great Britain are very 
carefully selected and are of the best quality procurable.
4. How do steers imported from Argentine compare with imported 
United States cattle and English cattle as to weight and price?
The Argentine cattle are not so well bred as either the United 
States or English cattle but are improving in quality at a rapid 
rate. At the present time the Argentine cattle are rough and 
coarse, larger boned than the United States or the English, are 
very wild and difficult to handle and do not bring the prices the 
.United States and English cattle do by one to two cents per pound 
on the same market,
5. What percent of all cattle marketed in London are slaughtered 
there? So few are taken in the country for slaughter that you 
might say all are slaughtered in London that are sold at the 
Islington market. The country butchers mostly procure their 
supplies from local markets.
6. What is the range of (live) price per pound? Cattle oh 
the London market are not sold by live weight but by what they 
will dress, in fact, the cattle are never weighed when sold. I can 
illustrate this better by taking a steer at Chicago that will
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weigh 1,200 pounds live weight, this steer being sold at Chicago 
at 5 1/2 cts. per pound or $66.00 live weight, on arrival at 
London he vrould be estimated by the butcher who purchased him to 
dress at 84 stone, 8 pounds to the stone, or 672 pounds, the 
butcher would then bid,(of course according to the market price 
of the day the steer was sold), say 4 shillings a stone or 16 
Guineas a head, "sinking the offal", or approximately $81.,75. By 
sinking the offal they mean that the purchaser would only pay 
for the 84 stone or 672 pounds of beef and the seller would 
practically give the butcher the hide and offal. The range of 
price, dressed weight, on the London market is 10 to 12 cents per 
pound for United States cattle; 9 to 11 cents per pound for 
Canadians; 8 to 10 cents per pound for Argentines, and 11 1/2 to 
13 1/2 cents per pound for English and Scotch, of course these 
prices vary a little according to the supply and demand. Most of 
the beef from the United States cattle is retailed as best 
English and Scotch.
7. Is there an especially large slaughtering establishment in 
London? If so what is their kill per annum? Only at the Foreign 
Cattle Market at Deptford. The kill per annum is stated above as 
all cattle landed there are slaughtered on the premises.
8. What proportion of their kill dress fcver 40 percent> over
50 percent, over 60 percent? None dress under 50 percent, 55 to 60 
per cQnt is a very fair average;' as a rule about 56 per cent.
9. Are by products utilized, if so for what purposes? The 
hides are used, of course, for leather; the horns for combs, buttons 
backs of brushes, knife handles, etc., the hoofs for glue; the 
stomach for tripe; the liver for food; the small intestines for
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sausage casings, violin strings, etc., a portion of1 the stomach 
and. the spleen are thrown away, the "blood is caught and. sold, at 
4 cents per steer and the tails for ox tail soup.
10. Are glands utilized for the manufacture of pharmaceutical 
preparations? The glands are only used for food purposes; sweet­
breads, etc.
11. What is the approximate cost of slaughtering a steer? The 
universal price at all slaughter houses throughout London is one 
half a crown, or 60 cents per steer.
12. What is the market scale of prices for different cuts of 
the carcass?
S ir1o ins,whole 18 to 20 i per lb" with under cut 20 ft 22 ft tt tt
" ends 19 ft 20 ft tt tt
Ribs, whole 17 ft 19 ft tt ft
" wing 20 ft 23 ft tt tt
" prime cubs 19 ft 20 ff tt tt
" for rolling 1-7 tt 19 ft tt tt
" back 14 ft 15 ff tt tt
" top 14 ft 15 ff tt tt
" middle, boried, rolledl4 ft 15 ff ft tt
Top sides, whole 18 tt 18 tf tt tt
V " prime cuts .19 tt 20 tt tt tt
Gravy beef, all meat 13 tt 14 tt tt ft
Beef suet 12 ff tt tt
Tongues, fresh $1.00 to $1 08" tt
Kidneys 22 i
ft tt
Ox tails 30 to 32 tt each
ft
tf
Tripe 16 " "
palates 14 " "
Soup meat, with bone and more bone than meat', 10 cts. per pound. 
Flanks, thick, whole 
" prime cuts
thin, whole 
prime cuts 
Aitchbones
" boned, all meat 
Brisket, whole
" prime cuts 
Legs of beef, whole 
Shins " "
Silver sides, whole
" " prime cute 16
14 to 15 per lb
16 tt 17 It tt tt
6 tf tt ff
tf ft tt ft
10 ft 11 ft tt ft
15 ft 16 tf tt ft
10 ft 11 ff tt tf
12 ff 13 ft tt ft
6 ff 7 ff tt ft
7 8 8 tf tt ff
15 ff 16 tt tt ff
t 17
ft tt ft
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Beef steaks 
Buttock "
Hump "
Sweetbreads, ea 
Hearts,
FeSt,
Brains, per set
ch
ft
ft
18 to 19 per lb
19 " 2 0 "  " "
24 " 28 " " "g '*
48 " 
18 " 
10 "
13. What is the difference in value of steers and heifers, live 
weighty There are very few heifers or cows on the market at 
Deptford, scarcely any ever being imported. English fat cows on 
the market at Islington will average 11 to 11 1/2 cents per pound, 
English steers as quoted above will average from 11 1/2 to 13 
cents per pound, dressed weight. No live weights being quoted 
because cattle are not sold on the London Market by live weight. 
Trusting that the above information will prove satisfactory to 
you and Mr. Raymond, also that you will command me when I can be 
of further assistance,
Yours very respectfully, W. H. Wray
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Appendix B.
SLAUGHTERHOUSES IN PARIS.
(Report*. submitted by Hon. John K. Gowdy, U. S. Consul- 
General at Paris, in ansvrer to questions propounded by 
the writer of the foregoing thesis, and published in 
No. 414, Advance Sheets of Consular Reports.)
There are in the city of Paris three slaughterhouses, 
viz, Yilletto, GrenellS, and Villejuif. During the year 1896 
there were slaughtered 300,243 head, of which 295,438 were of 
French origin and 4,805 foreign. This total is an increase of 
1,633 head over the year 1895, but as the cattle of 1895 weighed 
on the average more than those of 1896, the amount in weight has 
not materially increased.
As regards the slaughter per month of that year (1.896), it 
varies from 21,898 head in April to 28,697 head in November, the 
average for the year being about 25,000 to 26,000 head per month.
The sale of beef has not increased, which is accounted for by 
the marked increase in the production, since two years, of pork 
and its products, and the low price. This last-named meat being 
comparatively rare in 1894, it was to the advantage of farmers and 
stock raisers to produce the same and reap the proportionate 
benefits. The increase of the production of beef is the direct 
result of the low price of animal food in 1895.
As to French cattle, the breed known as "Cholet" (Rayon d'Or) 
supplied for 1896 74,841 head;' Normandy, 62,629; White (Berrichons, 
Charolais, and Nivernais), 40,496; Algerian, 453— out of the total 
of 295,438 head.
The importation of foreign animals in 1896 shows a slight increase
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as regards cattle and calves over -the year 189,5, but a decrease 
as "bo sheep and hogs. The price for cattle in 189.6 was low and 
obtained with difficulty. Out of the 4,805 head of cattle 
received from abroad, America furnished 4,289 head; Spain, 217; 
Portugal, 299; being for America an increase over 1895 of 2,354 
head and a decrease for Spain and Portugal of 141 and 1,080 head, 
respectively.
In 1896, 300,093 head of cattle left the stock market in Paris. 
Of this total, 190,581 went to the three slaughterhouses of 
Paris, 459 head for delivery in the city, and 109,053 for exterior 
delivery.
A large number of the animals sold at the Villette market are 
not for Parisian consumption, as nearly a third is bought by 
provincial butchers residing within a radius of 60 miles of Paris, 
and the wholesale dealers of the large towns to the north and 
east of Paris. The following figures will show as near as 
possible the percentage of meat weight after slaughtering and 
dressing the animal:
P er cent. K ilogram s. Pounds.
L arge-size  anim als:
i ,io o  kilogram s (2 ,4 2 5  pounds)............................................................ 65 7i5 1,576
1 ,0 0 0  k ilogram s (2 ,2 0 5  pounds)............................................................ 6 3 6 30 1 , 3 8 9
9 00  k ilogram s (1 ,9 8 4  pounds).......... ..................................................... 60 540 1 , 1 9 0
M edium  anim als:
7 5 0  k ilogram s (1 ,6 5 3  pounds)........................... .................................... 58 435 959
7 0 0  k ilogram s ( 1 , 5 4 3  pounds)........................................ ....................... 58 406 895
6 5 0  k ilogram s ( 1 ,4 3 3  pounds)..............................................................»* 55 358 78 9
Small anim als:
400  k ilogram s (8 82  pounds)................’. .............................................. 54 2 1 6 476
3 7 5  kilogram s (8 6 3  pounds).............. ..................................................... 52 195 430
3 5 0  k ilogram s (7 7 2  pounds).................................................................... 50 175 38 6
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The prices for this meat, run, on the average, during -the year 
from 1.14 ho 1.41 francs (22 to 27 cents) per kilogram (2.2046 
pounds.) Foreign cattle coming into France pay 10 francs ($1.83) 
the 100 kilograms (220 pounds), live weight, to the city of Paris, 
and an octroi or customs duty of 53 francs ($10.23) per hea,d for 
heef or "bulls and 35 francs ($6.7.5) for cows.
The animals are disinfected at the cattle markets twice a week, 
after each sale day, which service has been in operation since 
1888 and is performed by seventy employees. The disinfectant 
used is of antiseptic products in accordance with prescription, 
and made under the control of an official sanitary service. The 
sale of the animals is conducted by an officially authorized corps 
of one hundred and twelve commission men, who receive' from 3 to 5 
francs (57.9 to 96.5 cents) per head commission.
A municipal charge of 3 francs per head is made for space on the 
day of sale in the market* and 50 centimes (10 cents) per head 
per day for stabling, and also a charge of 25 centimes (5 cents) 
per head for disinfection.
The charge of 3 francs per head produced in 1896 a revenue of 
900,729 francs ($173,840.69); stabling, 124,840 franee ($24,094); 
disinfection, 75,060 francs ($14,487).
For the year 1896, of the 213,679 head slaughtered, the average 
meat product was 347 kilograms (765 pounds) per head, or a total 
supply of 74,136,429 kilograms (163,441,171 pounds), selling on 
an average per kilogram (2.2046$>ounds) for the year at 1.66 
francs (32 cents).
As to the different uses to which the other parts of the animal 
are applied, the prices vary somewhat, but on an average can be
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given as follows:
Hides, 60 bo 75 francs ($1158 to $13.51) per 100 kilograms 
(.220 pounds). These go to the tanner. The hair sells from 8 to 
10 francs ($1.54 to $1.93) per 100 kilograms. This is largely 
used for making gun cartridges, fertilizer, and also enters in 
the fabrication of a sort of tissue, half vegetable, called 
"thibaude." The bones sell for 6 francs ($1.15) per 100 kilograms, 
andare used by the manufacturers of glue, fertilizers, and chemical 
products. The horns bring about 30 francs ($5.,79) per 100 
kilograms and are principally used for the manufacture of knife 
handles, etc. The hoofs sell at 8 to 9 francs ($1.54 to ($1.73) 
per 100 kilograms and are used by fertilizer manufacturers. The 
grease, amounting in value to about 25 to 30 francs ($4.82 to 
$5.79) per 100 kilograms is used by soap manufacturers.
John K. Gowdy,
Consul-General.
Paris, April 7, 1899.
